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BARRIERS AND ENABLERS TO INTEGRATION OF TRAINING
Abstract
Continuing professional development is vital to evidence-based practice in healthcare. By engaging
in ongoing learning opportunities healthcare professionals strive to keep up to date with developments in
their field of practice. Motivational interviewing (MI) is a person-centred counselling style that has been
found to be useful in addressing health behaviours. Learning this approach and being able to successfully
integrate this into practice may enable health professionals to improve health outcomes for patients
receiving treatment in a New Zealand hospital setting. The existing literature indicates very poor rates of
integration post –training in general, with training in MI being no exception. Although MI training is
provided in many sectors in New Zealand, there is no clear understanding of the challenges that New
Zealand based clinicians may face post-training. No New Zealand studies have explored MI skills
integration post-training to identify any unique barriers or enablers to training uptake. This present
research explores the barriers and enablers to integration of MI into a New Zealand hospital setting. A
mixed methods approach was used to explore the experiences of clinicians after a two day training in MI.
Quantitative and qualitative data was collected through an online survey and semi structured interviews
between six to eight weeks after training. Similar to overseas studies, the results indicate that New Zealand
clinicians experience many factors that impact on their ability to integrate new learning. Although there are
correlations to previous studies, some identified barriers and enablers may be unique to New Zealand. This
research also identifies intentional integration behaviour which not only warrants further exploration but
could also be taught and promoted during training events. This research provides a platform for improving
the integration of training in MI.
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ADHB

Auckland District Health Board

EBP

Evidence-based practice

GO

Goal orientation as found in goal orientation theory

Kete

According to the Maori dictionary (n.d.), kete means basket

Mana motuhake

In the Māori dictionary (n.d.), this phrase refers to autonomy or self-determination

MDT

Multidisciplinary team

MI

Motivational interviewing

MINT

Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers

Pākehā

According to the Māori dictionary (n.d.) this term is explained as referring to
people of European descent

Rangatahi

In the Māori dictionary (n.d.) this word refers to youth or younger generation

Tikanga

According to the Māori dictionary (n.d.) this concept refers to correct
procedure, practice or custom

Whānau

In the Māori dictionary (n.d.), whānau is stated as describing family group or
extended family
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Introduction
The acquisition of knowledge and skills through training is central to gaining proficiency in tasks,
however simple or complex they are. The fields of training and education are steeped in learning theories
which describe learning across the lifespan. For adults, gaining competency through participation in
learning is central to acquiring qualifications and certification to practice any profession. Furthermore,
ongoing training is standard practice in many workplaces, as employees are expected to retain competence
and keep pace with developments in technology and innovation (Egan, 2008; Martin, 2010). Adoption and
successful integration of a new approach has sometimes been fraught with difficulty, in spite of the
apparent usefulness of such an approach. The dissemination and integration of evidence-based practices
can be quite complex (Wells, Kristman-Valente, Peavy, & Jackson, 2013).
Healthcare, in particular, is an evidence-based environment. New innovations are a feature of
healthcare and although certain environments in healthcare may implement new innovations well, others
may take much longer for, and may even remain resistant to, implementation. An example of this
resistance to implement a new innovation is the historic events leading to the cure and prevention of scurvy
(Berwick, 2003). Vast numbers of sailors died of scurvy on sea voyages prior to 1600. On Vasco da
Gama’s 1479 voyage around the Cape of Good Hope 100 of the 160 sailors were lost to this disease.
Captain James Lancaster found that vitamin C, as found in citrus fruit, prevented sailors developing scurvy
in 1601 and in 1747 a navy physician proved this again. Yet it was another 48 years before the British
Navy provided citrus fruit as part of sailors’ diets. Overall it took 264 years before British policy had
caught up after the initial trial by Lancaster proving the role of vitamin C in preventing scurvy. From a
modern viewpoint this seems almost preposterous. Yet it is clear that reluctance to implement new
innovation is complex and possibly not always understandable. According to Berwick (2003), Captain
Cook is said to have introduced sauerkraut to his sailors to prevent scurvy, which resulted in the loss of
only three men over three voyages.
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Research Objectives
Motivational interviewing (MI) has become widely applied in New Zealand and a variety of
training providers are engaging in activities to promote integration of MI practice. This is happening
mainly through face to face workshops and training, but also e-learning opportunities. Allied health
professionals engage in training and continuing professional development (CPD) activities to remain
topical and add to their kete of knowledge and skills to better meet the needs of their patients, but also to
meet the requirements of the health providers such as District Health Boards and professional bodies.
Although there is evidence that MI is highly applicable to health (Lundahl et al., 2013), there has been no
research into how New Zealand health professionals may integrate MI. The thesis sought to answer the
research question: What are the barriers and enablers to integrating motivational interviewing into a New
Zealand hospital setting?
The study aimed to capture the experiences of allied health professionals (AHPs) and explore the
factors that impact (enable and hinder) allied health clinicians in applying MI approaches/ skills following
undertaking of a 2-day training programme in MI. The study aimed to explore both personal and
environmental barriers and enablers that impacted on the ability of clinicians to utilise MI. The intention
was that this research would facilitate a better understanding of how to improve training uptake and
provision of MI in a hospital setting.
It was hoped that this research may provide a better understanding of the experiences of
practitioners as they grappled with implementing newly acquired skills. There is much evidence from
across the globe to suggest that training transfer is generally poor and that there are a number of factors
that enable and hinder integration of training into practice (Schindler & Burkholder, 2016). A few studies
in Australasia suggest this may be the case locally too (Dadich, 2010; Harding, Porter, Horne‐Thompson,
Donley, & Taylor, 2014), however no practice-based local studies were located and particularly none
within a hospital setting in New Zealand.
2
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By exploring the factors that impact on integration of training in MI in a hospital setting, the
findings may be useful in addressing training transfer in general and development of strategies to improve
further outcomes. Quality improvement strategies for integrating training would be useful in further
promoting dissemination of evidence-based practice for AHPs, including social workers.
Background to the Origins of this Research
The researcher is a member of the Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers (MINT) and
completed the “Train the Trainer Programme” with MINT in 2015. As a result of this, a pilot training – an
‘Introduction to motivational interviewing’, was provided to 12 senior AHPs in May 2016 over two days.
The success of this training lead to the support of allied health management to provide this training to
teams across allied health at the Auckland District Health Board (ADHB). The effectiveness and value of
MI in health is widely acknowledged by allied health management, partly based on their own experience,
but also from feedback obtained from a few practitioners who successfully integrated the training into their
practice. The capacity and speed with which clinicians gain competence in MI varies, and for some, a two
day workshop is sufficient, whilst others require much longer in terms of support and coaching (Miller &
Rollnick, 2013).
The variability in successful integration after this initial training was evident during the months
after training. The variability could be observed in some instances but was also reported back by
participants after the training. In terms of observation, it was evident that some trainees required
reassurance and continual revision and practice before they ventured out to implement their new skills.
This also related to how clinicians judged their own abilities to master aspects of MI practice. Others
waited for the perfect moment or the “right patient” before they tried the skills. Some clinicians requested
additional reading material after the training and there were requests for research evidence about
applicability of MI in addressing certain patient groups. It seemed a possibility that post training behaviour
3
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played a role in integration. It also seemed that post training behaviour was possibly connected to personal
qualities and that this could be anticipated even before training had started.
Trainees reported a number of factors which impacted in some way on their ability to integrate MI
into their practice. One factor that kept coming up post-training, and seemed to overshadow all other
barriers, was a lack of time to implement MI. In response to their desire to master MI and to ameliorate the
difficulties they had been experiencing, a core group from the initial training in 2016 started a coaching
group. The coaching group reported a number of benefits from attending this group. One was that they felt
encouraged by their peers’ positive experiences with applying MI. Secondly they were reminded to apply
MI, and thirdly they felt encouraged to try using MI with a wider range of patients. A fourth benefit was
that they were able to role play scenarios in preparation for a next encounter with a patient or after they
had struggled with a particular interaction. This reportedly supported them developing their skills, which
promoted proficiency in MI. But more so, it increased the confidence of some. Other feedback from this
coaching group was less favourable, in that they struggled to stay on target and that some coaching
sessions derailed into case consults. The group also found it hard to commit to the fortnightly sessions due
to work pressures and often had to combine their lunch break with the coaching session. The coaching
group also reported that they lacked confidence in each other’s feedback on their practice and that they at
times felt stuck.
The variable integration of skills post MI training and the feedback from the coaching group raised
some questions about the value of training and how training integration can be best managed to optimise
training uptake. It also raised some interesting ideas about what might support the integration of training in
a busy health environment. As a result of the feedback from the coaching group it was assumed that a
variety of factors contributed to training integration and especially that lack of time would be found to
hinder practice of newfound skills in this New Zealand health environment.

4
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The premise of setting standards around continuous professional development is certainly to keep
social workers updated and skilful. However research clearly indicates that retention of skills and learning
is very poor (Martin, 2010; Schindler & Burkholder, 2016), and this may negate the value of the training.
The question is thus, “how do we ensure that AHPs, and social workers in particular, benefit from the
possible gains of training”? Given that there is so much literature describing the enablers and barriers to
training integration - do we assume that these previously researched enablers and barriers are applicable to
a New Zealand health environment? Given the complexity of training integration elsewhere it seemed
appropriate to explore the experiences of AHPs to discover what enabled and hindered integration of
training in a New Zealand health setting.
Continued Professional Development
Continued professional development is highly valued in health environments. Social workers are,
as are other AHPs, required to engage in 20 hours of CPD per year in order to retain their professional
registration. In the last two years the New Zealand Social Work Registration Board (SWRB) has been
placing emphasis on more purposeful acquisition of CPD, critical reflection on the integration of learning
and evidence that training is targeted at all of the social work practice standards/competenciesi.
Registration with a professional body is mandated by district health boards and all AHPs participate in
CPD. Given the value placed on CPD, it seems important to also make every effort to support the
successful integration of training into practice to obtain the maximum benefit for the populations health
professionals serve.
The available literature on integration of training is vast. A number of different terms are used in
the literature to refer to training integration and related key concepts. Swedish MI practitioner and trainer,
Carl Ake Farbring (2011), coined the term “implegration” which refers to the integrated implementation of

i

See http://swrb.govt.nz/for-social-workers/competence-assessment/core-competence-standards/
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an approach in an organisation. This was borne out of difficulties with integration of MI (MI) into the
Swedish justice system. Stephen Rollnick (co-founder of MI) had joined Farbring in training Swedish
correctional staff from 2001 - 2003, in what was described as a top down approach to integration of skills.
In other words, senior staff were trained to train others. By 2005 there was little evidence that staff had
been trained in MI (Miller & Rollnick, 2013). Farbring (MINT Forum, 2011) describes the conditions
needed to achieve implegration. One condition involves being intentional while another describes taking
ownership of the approach on a practitioner and organisational level. These two conditions suggest that
successful integration of an approach into a system may require personal and organisational commitment
and intent. The multifactorial nature of training integration found in previous research gives rise to
questioning to what degree this is relevant to a health setting in New Zealand.
Motivational Interviewing
The benefits of MI as an approach to address health behaviours are not only well documented but
well researched (McKenzie, Pierce, & Gunn, 2015). Training transfer and skill integration have been
noted to be poor (Schindler & Burkholder, 2016) and this also applied to the integration of skills such as
MI. Although MI is stated to show having high rates of dissemination, and is even touted as the “most
successfully disseminated evidence-based practice in the substance use disorder (SUD) treatment field”
(Hall, Staiger, Simpson, Best, & Lubman, 2016, p. 3), dissemination has often meant that the memory of
MI remained and the name stayed in use, but with little evidence of actual MI fidelity being demonstrated.
Using deliberate strategies to support training integration seems crucial to achieving change in practice and
dissemination of evidence-based practice. Wells et al. (2013) note that social workers may require
additional supervision and coaching to fully integrate this skill into their practice.
MI is an approach which has been found to be highly applicable to healthcare, as it aids in
addressing health behaviours. Historically, advice giving had been the most prevalent approach to
6
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engaging patients to address health behaviours but this was often met with resistance and poor results
(Britt, Hudson, & Blampied, 2004). In contrast, MI is an approach that uses encouragement to support
patients in making changes to improve their health (Lundahl et al., 2013). These changes can relate to
stopping smoking, exercising more, using walking aids, adhering to diabetes treatment, improved
management of the treatment regimen of a sick child or seeking treatment for addiction. Health behaviours
often involve decisions about lifestyle, treatment and adherence (Miller & Rollnick, 2013). MI is a patient
centred approach which is characterised by a collaborative but guiding style to target behaviour change. As
MI is directive and focused, it can be applied as a brief intervention (Britt et al., 2004). MI has been found
to not only be effective in exploring the thoughts and decisions of patients on their own health, but has also
been found to be very effective in supporting self-monitoring behaviour. This has included monitoring
one’s own blood pressure or blood sugars and addressing health behaviours involving exercise and diet.
MI has also demonstrated a positive impact on increasing patient confidence in addressing health
behaviours (Lundahl et al., 2013).
In a hospital environment, conversations about health and health behaviours are conducted by all
members of the multidisciplinary team (MDT). The nature of these conversations may be determined by
the area of expertise of the clinician, but often AHPs are required to further explore health behaviours and
support patients with making decisions about their health or lifestyle choices. Physiotherapists and
occupational therapists have discussions about such things as falls, mobility issues and physical
rehabilitation, and their focus will be further determined by the hospital service they are attached to. Social
workers also work in specialty areas in the hospital and their key tasks are also determined by the needs of
their patients. This is the case for all AHPs, and although some work across a larger service such as older
adults or paediatrics, others work within very specialised areas. Allied health professionals have expressed
a desire for specialised skills to address health behaviours more effectively, as these skills have not
necessarily been taught as part of their initial undergraduate training.
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Motivational interviewing in New Zealand. MI has its origins in Norway in 1982, where clinical
psychologist William R. Miller was on sabbatical from the University of New Mexico. Since then, this
collaborative approach has been disseminated across the globe. An important event that contributed to the
history and development of MI happened close to New Zealand shores. William R. Miller and Stephen
Rollnick met in Sydney in 1989, after which they started collaborating on defining MI and how to teach it
to clinicians (Miller & Rollnick, 2013).
There are 11 registered members of MINT in New Zealand. There are some local MINT members
not currently registered, so this total does not reflect the number of people who have successfully engaged
in the process of becoming a member of MINT. MI Oceania (Members of MINT in New Zealand,
Australia and the South Pacific) has been founded in recent years by the members of MINT in this region
to represent current trends in MI to its members and to provide local support. Members of MINT (and MI
Oceania) have access to training, training material and up to date developments with regard to MI practice.
In New Zealand there are training providers who are not affiliated with MINT, such as ABACUS, who
also provide MI training. Another training organisation HMA (Hall McMaster & Associates Limited) was
founded in the 1990s by Ken McMaster, a member of MINT. Although mainly based in the South Island
of New Zealand, HMA are involved in MI training across New Zealand and have contributed to the
dissemination of MI to New Zealand Department of Corrections. HMA have developed a number of elearning programmes, one of which is currently available to members of the Aotearoa New Zealand
Association of Social Workers.
MI is also taught at undergraduate level in some programmes in New Zealand, to addictions
counsellors and psychologists. MI is widely practiced in the addictions field, New Zealand Corrections and
more recently in physical health. Community Alcohol and Drugs Service and members of MINT have
collaborated with others to develop a DVD as a training resource that reflects the application of MI in New
Zealand. Another teaching tool that has been developed by MI practitioners and trainers in New Zealand is
8
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“Takitaki mai. A guide to motivational interviewing for Māori” (Britt, Gregory, & Tohiariki, 2014). It was
intended for Māori practitioners who deliver indigenous interventions and identifies the overlap of MI with
tikanga.
MI is truly alive and well in New Zealand, in terms of availability of training opportunities. On a
research front there is evidence of research on the application and effectiveness of MI in New Zealand.
Studies have been conducted in the treatment of offenders (Austin, Williams, & Kilgour, 2011), adolescent
mental health problems (Dean, Britt, Bell, Stanley, & Collings, 2016) and also in addressing health issues
(Taylor et al., 2010; Krishnamurthi et al., 2014). There were no studies found on learning and integrating
MI in New Zealand. There are however no New Zealand based studies on training and education. MI has
certainly gained popularity and the approach is offered widely, training opportunities are also readily
available. This points to a possible gap in knowledge about what will work in New Zealand in terms of
integrating MI. There is no current evidence that suggests current MI training and integration approaches
are effective. It is also not known whether a health environment is conducive to integrating new skills. It
seemed that this was a gap and that the integration experiences of new trainees in MI were worth
capturing.
Overview of Sections
In this first introductory section the origins and objectives of this research have been described. The
section also described how the research came about and the role of researcher as trainer was explained. In
this section the place of MI in Health was described. This first section also provided a brief introduction to
each of the sections to follow. It also contains a glossary of terms, abbreviations and translates Māori
words used. The literature review is presented in the second section. Firstly the methods by which the
literature was explored and identified are presented. Then the literature on MI in health is discussed. This
is followed by literature on learning and integration of MI. The review also explores theories on learning
9
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and training transfer and workplace learning. In this section the enablers and barriers to integration of
training, as found in the literature, are discussed accordingly. As this research is New Zealand based, the
literature review also includes current Australasian studies.
The third section describes the methodology which was selected in conducting this research and the
role of a pragmatic approach in selecting both qualitative and quantitative methods in a mixed methods
design. This section also describes the research paradigm which led to the development of a framework,
the choice of methodology and research design. The development of the research tools are also discussed
in the section on methodology. An account is provided of the ethical considerations followed by a
description of how research participants were recruited, data collected and analysed.
The next section is dedicated to recounting the findings and presents both quantitative and
qualitative data from the online survey and qualitative data from the semi-structured interviews. Barriers to
integration of MI training are presented and then followed by the enablers to integration of MI training.
The findings are reported firstly according to their themes and then their related subthemes. Therefore,
person-specific factors are reported first followed by environmental factors. Findings are reported by
summarising some of the findings, and the experiences of participants are reflected in the use of direct
quotes.
In the following section the findings are discussed and referenced alongside the findings reported in
the literature review. Findings that have not been previously reported are identified as new and findings
that contradict previous research are discussed accordingly. After the findings have been discussed the
limitations of this study are also discussed. This is followed by organisational and professional
recommendations from the findings. This study also has some research implications for social work,
education and policy which will be then followed by recommendations for further research. A conclusion
section offers some concluding ideas on how the research objectives were met and the potential application
and value of the research findings in practice. This is followed by appendices.
10
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Literature Review
The literature review was conducted to explore available research on the integration of training
internationally but also to identify any findings pertaining to the Pacific and New Zealand specifically. As
the training was on MI as an approach/ skillset, the review also looked at MI integration studies and MI in
health. It was thought necessary to obtain an overview of how learning takes place in the workplace.
Various theories in relation to learning and training implementation have been explored. The purpose was
to develop some foundational understanding of factors that impact on people and in particular health
professionals’ ability to learn and integrate new behaviours/skills into their practice.
Literature on the findings on barriers and enablers to integration of learning were carefully considered. A
clear distinction has been made between the impact of personal and organisational factors and this has
been set out according to recurrent themes in the literature.
Method
Searches were restricted to literature in English. The University of Auckland library and Learning
Services were almost exclusively used. The exceptions were when searching for grey material, when
Google Scholar was utilised and for more MI related studies/ presentations on the MINT website iiwas
searched. Although many searches revealed studies conducted in the USA, they were still deemed
applicable. There was a concerted effort made to find studies in Australasia, and these studies have been
afforded special attention to be more applicable to the study to be conducted in New Zealand. Two key
focus areas for searches initially were variations on “learning MI” and “integrating professional
development”.
It was important to discover the language used in training circles in order to identify key themes
relevant to the study. Initial searches were done using search terms “MI integration” delivering 1,591

ii

https://motivationalinterviewing.org/
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results, “dissemination MI’ produced 2,630 results, and “allied health learning MI’’ delivering fewer
results at 641 articles. A search for “professional development integration” produced 420,191 suggestions.
Due to high search results and varied usefulness of the suggested articles, results were limited to
post 2009 and in some cases the time frame was extended to 2007 or limited to more recent than 2011,
depending on the amount of possible relevant literature. Searches for other relevant areas linked with the
study were conducted for literature using the search terms “MI health”, “allied health skills training”,
“enablers professional development”, “continuing professional development”, “allied health training
enablers”, and “allied health professional development”. Searches were also conducted on “New Zealand
MI”. As the literature delivered theory on learning, searches were also conducted for possible seminal texts
and works.
The literature available on learning MI was vast and some works hard to source as some were only
found in PowerPoint and conference poster formats. There were a number of interesting findings on the
MINT website and a phrase coined for integration of an approach was ‘implegration’. The Swedish prison
study relevant to this is discussed in the review as it raises some useful themes. Elsevier’s Scopus, Wiley
online library, Oxford University Press were the most often used databases.
Database searches were complex as the topic of this literature review falls in between a number of
disciplines and therefore, literature was sourced from the faculties of Medical and Health Science
databases and Education and Social Work databases. Journal articles that addressed key issues pertaining
to the literature review were also used for sourcing more relevant works. By the same token, useful
literature ‘cited by’ was explored further. The Journal of Continuing Education in the health professions
was a useful source, and searches for “allied health” and “professional development” delivered interesting
sources.
As the literature search continued Training and Development and Human Resource Development
literature were found to be valuable for developing language about integration of training. It also widened
12
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the search, but then aided at sourcing highly relevant literature on the focus of the research question. This
led to more specific searches and literature on “training transfer”, “knowledge transfer” and “knowledge
translation”.
Motivational Interviewing in Health
Motivational interviewing is a client-centred, directive approach (Madson, Loignon & Lane, 2009).
It is intended for assisting people to make changes. It aids in exploring and resolving ambivalence. Clientcentred skills adopted from Carl Rogers’ person-centred approach is central to MI. Behaviour change is
facilitated through the application of a collaborative approach. Central to MI is the spirit of MI which is
partnership, acceptance, compassion and evocation. As MI is focused on behaviour change it is highly
relevant to health care (Madson et al., 2009).
Motivational interviewing was initially developed as an approach to supporting people with
addictions. Since its dissemination three decades ago, MI has been found to be a useful approach in a
variety of settings and especially applicable in addressing health behaviours (Schumacher, Madson, &
Nilsen, 2014). The study of Moyers, Manuel, Wilson, Hendrickson, Talcott, and Durand (2008)
contributes to the body of evidence that an MI approach is highly suited within demanding and diverse
clinical settings.
McKenzie, Pierce and Gunn are three AHPs based in Australia, who conducted a systematic review
of the effectiveness of MI in healthcare settings. MI has a role in addressing lifestyle changes in patients
with multimorbidities. Multimorbidity refers to patients who have multiple long-term chronic health
conditions. The demand that is placed on healthcare is high and seen in context of ever increasing demand,
the call is for more effective approaches in addressing and reducing impact and prevalence of diseases
associated with lifestyle choices. Many countries are experiencing an increase in multimorbidity and are
reporting similar impact on resources (McKenzie et al., 2015).
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McKenzie et al. (2015) emphasized that lifestyle changes were key to addressing multiple chronic
health conditions. There is an identified need for further research into effective interventions that address
multimorbidity (McKenzie et al., 2015; Smith, Soubhi, Fortin, Hudon, & O’Dowd, 2012). Smith at al.
(2012) also reiterated the impact of multimorbidity on individuals, communities and services and found
that current intervention were complex and delivered mixed results. They also found that many targeted
interventions were aimed at medication adherence rather than lifestyle change. The link between lifestyle
factors (poor diet, lack of exercise, substance use/ abuse and smoking) and multimorbidity has been clearly
established according to McKenzie et al. (2015). The Australian review highlighted the need for improved
patient centred skills and communication, especially in support of lifestyle changes. This view is also held
by the World Health Organisation in their bid to address prevalence of multimorbidity (McKenzie et al.,
2015).
Motivational interviewing is a collaborative and goal oriented style of communication, and by its
nature it is intended to strengthen motivation and commitment to change, thus making it highly suitable for
addressing health behaviours. In terms of scientific evidence, the review of McKenzie et al. (2015)
identified 12 publications which included meta-analyses on effectiveness of MI in healthcare. Although
none of the studies investigated whether MI was effective in addressing multimorbidity. It certainly
confirmed that MI was as effective as other treatments and that MI was an approach which could be
delivered by a range of healthcare professionals. Furthermore it was concluded that MI was possibly more
time efficient as it could be applied as a brief intervention, making it more cost effective. The reviewers
did believe that further research was needed into the effectiveness of MI in addressing multimorbidity and
the cost effectiveness of MI in healthcare (McKenzie et al., 2015).
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Motivational Interviewing – Learning the Skills
It has been estimated that MI training has been delivered to at least 15 million people across the
globe through trainers that are affiliated with MINT alone (Miller and Rollnick, 2009). MI training is
provided in at least 38 languages. Its effectiveness has been well researched, however there is an identified
gap in research on the sustained skill set of clinicians post-training. There is also a gap related to evidence
on the impact of training on outcomes for recipients of MI practice. Hall, et al. (2016) indicate that it is
therefore imperative that research looks at how well MI is adopted post training.
It is believed that the fidelity of MI training and training providers will present significant
challenges to the implementation of this approach in health care in the future. Maintaining ongoing
proficiency of trainers will become too costly. There is also too little research on effectiveness of training
in MI and the resultant stability of MI skills in practice (Weisner & Satre, 2016). Although MI is simple to
understand, it is a complex approach to learn and it is expected that MI’s adoption and application post
training is varied (Arkowitz & Miller, 2008). Mastering MI requires the acquisition and mastery of skills,
and in addition, suppressing of previous practices such as confronting, advice giving, prescribing, directing
and talking more than listening. Therefore learning MI is as much about acquiring skills as it is about
desisting and suppression of previously learnt behaviour. It is important to consider which factors will
support this process of adopting new skills into practice (Hall et al., 2016).
It is more useful to ask what is required to change clinician behaviour, rather than asking if training
works. More importantly it is important to know how health practitioners adopt new practices (Miller,
Yahne, Moyers, Martinez, & Pirritano, 2004). New scientific evidence does not directly equate to a change
in clinical approaches but that a certain inertia occurs when evidence-based practice is first introduced.
Miller, Sorensen, Selzer, & Brigham (2006) query whether this is related to inaccessibility to
research on effectiveness or lack of enthusiasm for evaluating customary practice. They believe larger
organisations have better capacity to absorb innovations and hire clinicians with desired skills. A review of
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MI training studies revealed a strong focus within the MI community of providing effective training and
also the need for ongoing studies to ensure training transfer and ongoing fidelity of MI practice (Madson et
al., 2009).
Theories on Learning and Integration of Training
The positive transfer of training can be defined as the effective application of skills, knowledge and
attitudes obtained in training. A framework for explaining transfer of training was developed based on
organisational learning (Baldwin & Ford, 1988). This framework identified the process and factors
impacting on positive transferability. The conditions of transfer start with a process of generalising newly
acquired knowledge, skills and attitudes to the work context and secondly maintaining newly acquired
knowledge and skills. Therefore, research in training transfer should focus on a combination of the
complex factors that impact on training being integrated and not only focus on single factors (Baldwin &
Ford, 1988).
Rogers (2003) identified five factors that impact on the integration of newly acquired knowledge or
skills in his diffusion of innovation theory. The five factors centre on how the newly acquired skill is
perceived and include;
1. Relative advantage–as perceived by clinicians in terms of value for effort/ cost.
2. Compatibility–whether the new approach or skills is in line with the clinician’s own values and
beliefs. This was also identified as a factor by Bandura (1977).
3. Simplicity–whether the new approach is simple to understand and use.
4. Trial-ability–whether the approach can be easily tried out before the clinician commits to using it.
5. Observability– the ease with which the newly acquired practice is implemented and how easily the
benefits of the new practice can be observed by others. This was also observed by Bandura (1977).
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The adoption of an innovation is at first slow, as only the innovators and opinion leaders are early
adopters. Further groups then adopt new behaviours with the sceptical group and the traditionalists joining
in last (Rogers, 2003).
MI has, since its inception in the 1980s, been compared and likened to other treatment approaches.
When diffusion of an innovation occurs, it is expected that clinicians adopting the approach will also be
adapting it to their environment. This process may lead to further adoption, as modifications may improve
and increase accessibility of the innovation (MI in this instance). However adaptations may also weaken
the approach or impact on effectiveness. Certain critical elements are essential to any innovation and MI is
no exception (Miller & Rollnick, 2009).
Holland’s vocational interest theory (as cited in Johnson & Beehr, 2014) seems relevant in
explaining training interest and transfer. Although dated, Holland’s theory categorised work environments
into six dimensions which then relate to personal interest. The dimensions are social, investigative,
realistic, artistic, enterprising and conventional. Holland’s theory suggests that the congruence between
employees’ interests and their job is relevant especially to professions where skill and knowledge
development are pivotal to that role. This is mainly due to increased motivation for acquiring more
knowledge and developing skills further (Johnson & Beehr, 2014).
Successful integration of training is also related to purposeful skills acquisition and integration.
Johnson and Beehr (2014) applied the three dimensional goal orientation (GO) theory to their study
namely mastery GO, performance-oriented GO and performance-avoid GO. Mastery GO relates to
enhancing and improving one’s own capabilities and performance. Performance-oriented relates to the
desire to demonstrate competence, which is called “performance-approach”. Whereas performance –avoid
is set on avoiding judgement and failure. The three dimensions of GO can be applied in predicting the
application of professional development as much as it can be in the participation and learning gained in
training. It is assumed that if mastery GO relates to a higher motivation to engage, participate in and
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implement professional development, fear of failure (performance-avoid) will deliver lower motivation to
engage successfully in professional development (Johnson & Beehr, 2014).
Payne, Youngcourt, and Beaubien (2007) suggest that the nature of GO necessitates that its
antecedents are also considered when considering the impact of GO on transfer of learning. The
antecedents traditionally considered are self-esteem, cognitive ability (although no correlation has been
found between cognitive ability and GO), need for achievement, beliefs about intelligence, personality and
general self-efficacy. Beliefs about intelligence refer to beliefs about the malleability/ rigidity of
intelligence, as this could impact on whether learning or performance goals are adopted (Payne et al.,
2007).
Integration of Training in the Workplace
Workplace learning is continuing professional development that is brought about by employees’
participation in activities within the workplace. Workplace learning is essential for development of staff
and the quality of clinical practice (Lloyd, Pfeiffer, Dominish, Heading, Schmidt, & McCluskey, 2014).
CPD is training within a work environment and can be defined as a planned intervention especially
designed to improve aspects of an individual’s performance. Training is widely accepted as the primary
source for improvement of performance (Chiaburu & Marinova, 2005). CPD can be seen as the
maintenance, improvement and broadening of knowledge base, competence and qualities (personal and
professional) throughout a professional career (Lloyd et al., 2014). The end goal of training is for clinicians
to transfer the learning into their practice (Lim & Morris, 2006).
Training transfer is described as broad and includes ongoing, effective application of formal
training into the workplace. Training transfer consists of two stages. During active training, the
generalisation of new learning and skills happen and the post-training stage is identified as a skills
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maintenance process. Generalisation refers to the simplification or operationalising of newly learnt skills
so they are applicable to the work environment (Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Gilpin-Jackson & Bushe, 2007).
Training transfer can be viewed as a goal which requires a systems-contextual perspective to better
understand training and implementation. Training outcomes may be best facilitated when a training
programme addresses trainee characteristics, organisational factors and patient level factors (Beidas &
Kendall, 2010).
Evidence suggests that a mere 10% - 20% of employees transfer what they learn to their actual
work. Given that organisations spend vast amounts of time and money on providing further education
opportunities and CPD to their staff, this would imply that they may lose up to 90% of their investment in
training. From an employer perspective, poor transfer of training may result in missed opportunities to
improve job performance, reduced innovation and productivity. An organisation’s ability to improve their
market value and be competitive globally can be directly impacted (Schindler & Burkholder, 2016). The
importance of training, to support organisations to develop and keep pace with developments in technology
and support employee productivity and skills development, is undisputable (Egan, 2008; Martin, 2010).
Poor transfer rates are not a new problem, and in 1988 Baldwin and Ford also reported that only an
estimated 10% of training was positively transferred.
Ongoing training is recognised as necessary, as early training will not provide adequate knowledge
and skills for AHPs to maintain competency. CPD is viewed as a necessary activity by AHPs and health
organisations alike. The improvement of population health and quality improvement of health services
have become common goals of modern health services. This leads to ongoing ventures to upskill staff and
teams (O’Sullivan, 2006).
Within healthcare, CPD is intended to provide an improvement of patient care by upskilling staff in
treatment modalities that are sound, up to date and evidence-based. Seen in this regard CPD needs to not
only be effective in meeting a certain standard, but the transfer or integration of CPD into practice seems
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vital. A direct link between CPD and competence is not that definable due to factors that impact on AHPs’
participation and implementation of CPD (O’Sullivan, 2006).
Themes of service excellence, quality and accountability are bandied about within the context of
workforce development. In New Zealand in particular, the need for addressing health disparities and
improved management of chronic disease have become central to national and local health strategy
(Tenbensel, Cumming, Ashton, & Barnett, 2008).
Implementing evidence-based practice. From a health care perspective, evidence-based practice
(EBP) is the integration and implementation of community values, clinical expertise and best research to
inform decision making about patient care (Harding et al., 2014). Healthcare in particular is an evidencebased environment. New innovations are a feature of healthcare and although certain environments in
healthcare may implement new innovation well, others may take much longer and may even remain
resistant (Harding et al., 2014).
Mastering a change in practice, even one known to hold positive outcomes, is not that simple.
According to Berwick (2003), three main factors impact on integration of evidence-based practice; how an
innovation is perceived, personal characteristics of clinicians and environmental factors.
Health care systems across the globe have been facing challenges in how to improve quality of care
to patients and decrease risk of adverse events occurring. According to Léegaré and Zhang in Straus,
Tetroe, and Graham (2013), health systems are failing at using research evidence appropriately. This
failure is made evident in the overuse and underutilisation of new knowledge, but also the misuse of
therapies and failures of systems. This is also known as knowledge-to-action gaps. Across the globe, the
transfer of knowledge and implementation of knowledge and skills are defined differently. Knowledge
transfer, dissemination and integration are only a few concepts frequently used to describe optimum
integration of knowledge into practice in health (Léegaré & Zhang, 2013).
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CPD and clinical education activities are intended to contribute to improved health outcomes
(outcome indicators: competence, change in practice performance, patient health status and population
health). This relates to the higher order outcomes of CPD and clinical education that are deemed of greater
value and importance to health practitioners and providers of education. Traditional clinical education and
CPD, which merely required attendance, have been deemed a failure by professional licensing bodies.
There is an increased focus on health care performance and on outcomes which drive research on
improvement of knowledge transfer (Davis, Davis, & Johnson, 2013).
The context of training integration. To ensure training is effective, it is important to understand
how learning transfer takes place. It is also imperative to have an understanding of how education leads to
an improvement in performance within a context-driven environment. It would be of value to understand
the individual within their environment as there is a particular interaction between person and context
which directly impacts on uptake of learning. Clinicians find themselves within organisational, historical
and social contexts, and understanding this interaction may contribute to the improvement of training
transfer (Olson, Shershneva, & Brownstein, 2011).
Lim and Morris (2006) identified four sub-variables pertaining to organisational climate and
cautioned that these needed to be taken into consideration when investigating the impact of organisation on
learning. The sub variables are organisational support towards education, change responsiveness,
supervisor and peer involvement and training transfer opportunities. Their findings were that
organisational factors were one dimensional in nature and very specific to that environment. Their
recommendation was that training should be adapted to organisational and utility needs of staff rather than
around learning needs, and furthermore that training should incorporate strategies for enabling transfer of
learning (Lim & Morris, 2006).
Health professionals’ responsiveness to education and practice change is complex. Factors leading
to change in practice are driven not only by clinical education but also intrapersonal experiences,
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environmental events and changes, patient demands and financial constraints (Davis et al., 2013). It is due
to this multifactorial nature of training transfer that it may be valuable to clearly identify the barriers and
probable enablers to the integration of training into a particular environment or organisation. This may
support the way organisations, and health in particular, introduce and support learning and skills
development.
Barriers to Integration of Training
Person-specific barriers. The effectiveness of MI training, was the focus of a study that was
conducted on a group of 129 US Air Force behavioural health providers (Moyers et al., 2008). Lack of
baseline counselling training/ skills and low motivation to learn MI, were viewed as factors which
contributed to poor integration of MI skills in this study. Even though participants all received workshop
training. followed up with personalised feedback (consisting of feedback on a recorded work sample post
training), and scheduled individual consult calls, Moyers et al.(2008) found there to be a decline in skill
level four months after training. Poor adherence to participation in consult follow-up may have contributed
to this. The authors concluded that lack of enthusiasm/ commitment to post-training follow up may be
predictive of what may be found in many other organisations (Moyers et al., 2008). Trainees’ attitude
towards MI was found to be a factor predicting rate of integration. Poor motivation to learn MI may be
related to poor identification with the principles of MI (Amodeo et al., 2011).
Another study by Schumacher et al. (2014), identified particular barriers to learning MI, as found
and reported by experienced MI trainers. Health professionals comprised one of four identified trainee
groups. Of particular interest in this study was that health professionals rated high on having difficulties
with unlearning previously developed practices during training. Another barrier to learning MI was that the
health professionals had less counselling experience and training than other trainees, such as mental health
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workers and substance abuse treatment providers. This was also viewed as a barrier to integrating MI
(Schumacher et al., 2014).
Having performance-avoid GO was not conducive to participation in training or implementation of
learning in the workplace. People with performance avoid GO would likely be poorly motivated to
implement newly learnt skills and knowledge due to fear of failure (Johnson & Beehr, 2014).
Kahn and Girvan (2016) described indeterminacy as a potential barrier to training integration. The
concept of indeterminacy in training is defined as the degree to which application of training would require
more complex decision making and judgements in comparison to simpler concrete and often
predetermined responses. Indeterminacy can hinder training transfer by impeding accuracy of recall of
training content and skills. Indeterminacy is part of the stimulus –response relationship. Stimulus-response
is a strong feature of health interventions. Indeterminacy can best be described as the ambiguity that is
present when a clinician understands how to interpret a stimulus but cannot derive a clear or predetermined
response. This is especially applicable to soft skills as clinicians have a variety of options to choose from
in response to their interpretation of what a patients may have indicated. According to Kahn and Girvan
(2016), the most valuable clinician characteristics are self-efficacy and motivation to learn and that it may
be worth considering how these two traits interact with indeterminacy (Kahn & Girvan, 2016).
Environmental barriers. Dunn et al. (2016) investigated variability of MI practice and integration
over three years, after an initial training had taken place. The study found that MI integrity did not improve
or worsen over the time of the study. In fact, the variability occurred in between patients/ sessions with the
same clinician more so than variability in between clinicians. This highlights the need to investigate the
impact of patient factors such as presentation on integration of MI (Dunn et al., 2016).
Bandura (1977) was of the opinion that newly learnt behaviour would not be adopted without the right
climate, and identified that the lack of certain conditions may lead to non-adoption. The conditions he
identified were lack of means (finances) and lack of necessary skills and resources.
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Harding, et al. (2014) found in an Australian study that although AHPs held positive viewpoints
about EBP, adherence to EBP was surprisingly poor. This study was conducted in a large health service in
Melbourne. Time constraints were placed highest on the list of barriers to EBP. A lack of resources
translated into an increase in having to perform other tasks, which further impacted on time being a barrier.
Many participants named lack of support from managers for EBP activities as a barrier. Some felt that the
organisation did not place value on EBP. Of note was that key performance indicators did not include EBP
related activities (Harding, et al., 2014).
Time pressures on staff (an example is the pressure for shortened hospital admissions) impacted on
the ability to participate in EBP activities. Many AHPs believed that the organisation viewed engaging in
EBP as a personal obligation much the same as CPD. The key barriers identified in this study were all
related to time constraints with three focus points, namely resources (workload, equipment) attitudes and
expectations (EBP not valued, difficulty implementing) and knowledge (lack of understanding and skills
about EBP) (Harding, et al. 2014).
Organisational barriers to implementation of a collaborative approach seem worth investigating
given the time and money invested in training staff in evidence-based practice approaches (Miller &
Rollnick, 2013). Other barriers to training implementation were identified as workplace culture and norms.
The work environment is capable of undoing any training far more effectively than the best training
program can deliver a training. This specifically relates to the influence of peers on promoting established
patterns of behaviour and norms, thereby sabotaging training transfer (Gilpin-Jackson & Bushe, 2007).
Amodeo et al. (2011) found that post-training over half of the 78 MI trainees reported having
difficulties with organisational culture that conflicted with their MI practice. This study also highlighted
the variance in trainees’ perspective post training and that trainees felt they needed more training support.
The need for additional training is not uncommon and is acknowledged across MI training groups
(Amodeo et al., 2011). Studies on MI training found poor adherence was in some cases related to time
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constraints, which hindered the possibility of ongoing training in MI (Barwick, Bennett, Johnson,
McGowan, & Moore, 2012). This again reflects on the complexity of adopting MI as it does require
ongoing practice and learning.
A mixed methods study by Berger, Oto-Salaj, Stoffel, Hernandez-Meier, and Gromoske (2009) was
conducted on barriers and facilitators to integrating MI, as an evidenced-based approach into practice. The
study was conducted based on Simpson’s Program Change model (Berger et al., 2009). The organisational
factors identified as hindering the implementation of MI were time constraints (too little time with
patients) compounded by too much paperwork and high workload. Further barriers were environmental
factors, such as clinical space for patient interaction not being adequate. Again, time was identified as a
significant anticipated barrier to integrating MI which may indicate poor motivation to practice new
approaches (Berger et al., 2009). High caseloads and shortages in staffing were also found to hinder
integration of learning in the workplace (Lloyd et al., 2014).
Enablers to Integration of Training
Person-specific enablers. Personal traits and approach to implementing new learning were found
to play a role in the integration of new skills. They are identified in the following subheadings.
Person-specific abilities. Kahn and Girvan (2016) identified cognitive ability of trainees as the
strongest predictor of training transfer. This factor is described as hard to address as it is fixed but may be
an important factor in trainee selection or length of training when considering how to improve transfer of
training and development of staff.
Kahn and Girvan (2016) further stated that based on their review of available literature, clinician
characteristics played a greater role in training transfer than organisational and environmental factors. The
role of indeterminacy in training transfer needs consideration, especially as the characteristics of trainees
contribute to how easily this process is negotiated. Indeterminacy refers to the stimulus-response
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relationship that happens in a therapy session which requires the clinician to use their judgement to decide
their response. This is in sharp contrast to a stimulus-response relationship, where the decision is made
based on a more fixed or predetermined process. Indeterminacy refers to things that are vague or not
measurable or cannot be counted and therefore some events or interactions in health will require varying
degrees of indeterminacy. In terms of learning a skill, indeterminacy plays a role in the process by which a
trainee assesses the task at hand and then determines whether the learnt skill is applicable and should be
implemented. This requires a measure of being attentive to stimuli and making discretionary judgements.
Furthermore, extended training may be useful as a way of promoting training transfer and addressing
indeterminacy. For some clinicians more instruction may improve transfer (Kahn & Girvan, 2016).
Person-specific approach to learning. A meta-analytical review of training transfer studies
conducted by Blume, Ford, Baldwin, and Huang (2010) indicated that the strongest predictors of
successful transfer of training were cognitive ability, the motivation to learn, conscientiousness and
voluntary participation (Blume et al., 2010).
Effective learning practices contribute less to learning uptake than internal processes which
include self-awareness and self-appraisal, both being important contributors to reflection (Davis et al.,
2013).
A correlation was found between clinician characteristics and the implementation and successful
dissemination of MI into practice (Beidas & Kendall, 2010; Carpenter, Cheng, Smith, Brooks, Amrhein,
Wain, & Nunes, 2012). One such characteristic was trainees’ self-confidence, which may predict ease of
engaging in new behaviour - also referred to as self-efficacy (Madson et al., 2009). Clinician matching is
an important consideration pre-training. In terms of selecting trainees, it could be assumed that clinicians
who were motivated to participate in MI training and whose values and beliefs were a match to MI would
be more inclined to utilise training (Miller et al., 2006).
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Other personal characteristics, which were found to promote the implementation of new
approaches, were attributes related to the need for professional growth, the need for efficacy and a need for
experiencing job satisfaction (Berger et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2006). Similarly, high levels of
conscientiousness and performance self-efficacy were found to be predictors of likelihood to transfer
training to practice (Schindler & Burkholder, 2016).
Chiaburu and Marinova’s (2005) study aimed at further exploring factors impacting on training
motivation (proximal) and training transfer (distal). Their study found that higher self-efficacy positively
impacted on motivation to participate in training and in turn higher levels of transfer were reported.
Gilpin-Jackson and Bushe (2007) found that the opportunity to apply newly learnt skills was reliant on
participants’ comfort level with venturing out to trial their skills. In other words comfort led to the creation
of opportunity.
Vocational interest and goal orientation impact on how health professionals engage with
professional development and transfer this learning into their practice (Johnson & Beehr, 2014).
Furthermore, mastery GO was found to promote the application of training at work. In their study Johnson
and Behr (2014) also considered the role of enterprising interest. This relates to employees who may be
less inclined to academic mastery but who exhibit high levels of ambition to succeed at work in terms of
leadership and promotion. This characteristic was found to promote engagement with training and if
mastery GO was present too, it improved application of training (Johnson & Beehr, 2014).
Other characteristics such as actualisation and esteem needs, drive pursuit goals such as learning
and implementing new skills and pursuing high performance standards (Dik & Hansen, 2011). Clinician
characteristics that predict better training transfer are; exhibited motivation, a tendency to positivity and
good mental processing skills. Other person-specific characteristics that predicted successful training
transfer were interpersonal skills and general attitude toward change. Five personality traits were also
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identified as being indicators of training transfer; namely curiosity, resilience, wisdom, humility and
conscientiousness (Eid & Quinn, 2017).
In a small study conducted in a Korean company, Lim and Johnson (2002) found trainees’
technical competence was the second most important factor in predicting training transfer, second only to
motivation. Motivation to apply training was further best supported by goal setting and it was suggested
that goalsetting before during and after training may further promote training transfer (Lim & Johnson,
2002).
The early application of training may be enabling to successful integration of training. Trainees
with higher self-efficacy applied learning sooner after completion of training (Lim & Morris, 2006).
Person-specific skill set. Prior clinical training was found to play a role in how successfully MI
skills were taken up. Having had previous counselling training and skills seem to be an advantage to health
clinicians’ ability to learn and practice MI. Two pre training conditions that favour learning MI, amongst
others, are academic ability and previous counselling training (Carpenter et al., 2012).
Pre-existing vocabulary skills of clinicians were found to be a predictor of successful
implementation of MI into practice as the implementation of MI relies on a clinicians’ verbal responses.
Clinicians with poorer verbal skills were less successful in implementing MI post training. The same was
found for clinicians who possessed fewer counselling skills. It seems more skilled clinicians remain more
skilled post training and training does not ‘level out’ lack of prior counselling training (Carpenter et al.,
2012).
Person-specific congruence. A clinical intervention which is aligned with one’s own core beliefs
is assumed to be easily adopted - yet this was not conclusively supported by the Miller et al.’s (2004)
study. Trainees holding personal characteristic thought to promote the spirit of MI (participation
acceptance, compassion and evocation) were not more inclined to integrate MI successfully into their
practice (Miller et al., 2004).
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However, in another study it was found that congruence with learnt content was not found to be
enabling of participation in training, but enabling to workplace application (Johnson & Beehr, 2014). The
research of Dik and Hansen (2011) indicated mixed results on the impact of congruence on the
participation and integration of learning at work. One conclusion from this study was that high job
satisfaction and the ability to influence work related decisions diminishes the need for congruence.
Environmental enablers. The suitability of training, environmental supports and organisational
culture were found to promote training integration and will be described under this section.
Right fit. Having an identified training need and the perceived utility of training were found to
promote training transfer. Perceived relevance of the training to job was also found to promote transfer.
Motivation to learn increases when training meets a need and appears to be useful (Lim & Morris, 2006).
Relevance to current job responsibilities promotes training transfer according to Schindler and Burkholder
(2016). This was supported by a qualitative study on leadership training transfer which found that
successful transfer was related to the training being applicable to workplace (Gilpin-Jackson & Bushe,
2007).
Non-person-specific factors that appeared to promote earlier application of learning, were positive
organisational environment, positive satisfaction with training and applicability of training. Measuring
satisfaction with the training immediately on completion may deliver results indicating not only how
applicable training was deemed to be, but also whether training was transferable (Lim & Morris, 2006).
Educational intervention has the potential to support clinicians to implement evidence-based practice. The
evidence of this may be seen in a change in attitude, a change in behaviour and knowledge and, to a
smaller degree, an improvement in health outcomes for patients. Meeting clinicians’ needs, based on their
profession and role, workplace and their preferred learning style, has been found to improve value of
training (Dadich, 2010).
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Organisations’ commitment to training and whether training matched team/ department goals were
rated of great importance in influencing training transfer by Lim and Johnson (2002). The development of
goals and defining ways on how to implement new skills before, during and after training may enhance
training transfer due to relevance of training content (Lim & Johnson, 2002).
Organisational enablers - supportive roles. A supportive work environment was the highest
predictor of successful implementation of learning in a study conducted by Lim and Johnson (2002). The
value of environmental support was also identified in a review on training studies, although it also
highlighted the need for further investigation into how MI is integrated into practice. The conclusion was
that environmental support was important for creating opportunities and incentives to apply newly learnt
skills, and that coaching support was seen as potentially enabling to training transfer (Madson et al., 2009).
Modelling of a behaviour is potentially influential in promoting the adoption of behaviour. According to
Bandura’s social learning theory, the observer’s attention is drawn to the tool used, thereby promoting
adoption and possible innovative ways of using a tool. Modelling can both serve as instructional,
inhibiting, disinhibiting, or facilitating (Bandura, 1977).
The social learning theory relates to Rogers’ theory on diffusion of innovation, as acquisition of
behaviour and adoption onto practice are both seen as potentially promoted through modelling (Bandura,
1977). Various factors impact on why modelling of behaviour promotes adoption of the same behaviour.
Observing that a behaviour ‘works’ seems to enable a behaviour to be adopted. Bandura states that this
both illustrates and legitimises a new behaviour. Trying out a new behaviour does not however guarantee
its adoption into everyday practice. Factors which promote adoption of behaviour are regular and
continuous prompts, influences that act as reinforcements and seeing possible benefits to adoption. The
possible reward of receiving status due to early adoption of a behaviour may also serve as enabling of a
new innovation. By the same token, observed or perceived risks to adoption of a behaviour may act as
barriers (Bandura, 1977).
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With regards to attaining competence in MI, the most effective training method for ensuring
competence in MI is thought to be feedback and coaching, in addition to a workshop or training. As the
retention of skills (not only knowledge) is crucial to implementing MI, revision of training material may
not suffice (Hall et al., 2016).
Poor dissemination of MI post training led Miller and Rollnick (2013) to develop a more
collaborative approach to training Swedish criminal justice employees. Ground level reinforcement and
coaching on how to implement MI were found to promote integration. The changed approach entailed
using trainees across the service to initiate daily coaching and more practical discussion on how to
implement MI in their daily work. This led to employees reporting enthusiasm for practicing MI. It was
found that certain factors seemed to promote organisational integration of MI post training. On site
expertise enabled ongoing learning and honing of skills, and also promoted ongoing discussion on how MI
could be integrated into practice. Employees who showed a particular aptitude to MI and were identifiable
as respected key players were identified as better candidates for providing coaching (Miller & Rollnick,
2013).
The effectiveness of supervision in promoting training transfer of MI proficiency post-training, was
investigated by Carpenter et al. (2012). No clear evidence was found that intensive supervision improved
skill level after a training or that intensive supervision addressed variance in post training skill levels of
trainees. However, trainees’ temperament was found to be a greater predictor of the usefulness of
supervision on skill retention. The authors recommended further research to identify how proficiency and
implementation of MI across trainees could be promoted (Carpenter et al., 2012).
An earlier study by Lim and Johnson (2002) found that the social support element of a supervisory
relationship eliminated barriers to training transfer, by directly improving transfer motivation. An aspect
of this was that social support promoted the perception that transfer of training was easy to do. Task
support directly promoted training transfer. Task support refers to a supervisor breaking down tasks and
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supporting a clinician through the steps of implementing a new task. It also refers to being given the
opportunity to try out new tasks. Receiving positive feedback, obtaining support from a supervisor on
applying training and talking through opportunities to implementing training were all found to support
training transfer (Lim & Johnson, 2002).
The integration of MI into practice and proficiency in MI cannot be attained through one single
method such as reading about it, watching MI illustrated on a video recording or by only attending a two
day training or workshop. Proficiency is better attained through coaching and feedback from a coach
(Rollnick, Miller, & Butler, 2008).
A mixed methods study on the integration of MI found that trainees needed more support in how to
integrate MI into their practice. Although they felt that the training had been efficient in terms of teaching
them how to implement MI, they needed further coaching on normalising MI into their everyday practice.
It was found that although the vast majority of participants felt that MI was an effective and useful
approach, their practice had little evidence of MI adherence six months after the training. The researchers
also commented on the utility of new skills by stating that practitioners needed to view the acquisition of a
new skill (MI) as an improvement to business as usual. Unless they viewed MI as being a useful addition,
its adoption would be unlikely (Moore, Moore, & Murphy, 2012).
An Australian study by Lloyd et al. (2014) explored enablers and barriers to workplace learning for
New South Wales AHPs. They stated that a number of key workplace enablers are definable. These
included having: access to expertise and networks of learning, access to peers as well as learning time
which is protected, managers who are supportive and colleagues with positive attitudes. When the key
enablers were not present or reversed, this was seen as creating barriers to uptake of learning in the
workplace (Lloyd et al., 2014).
It was found that training was rated higher by trainees who had experienced more support and
encouragement to implement skills and learning Gilpin-Jackson and Bushe (2007). Willingness to
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implement new skills was directly related to beliefs about acceptability and safety to trial new skills.
Managerial support, in the form of managers who had also completed and implemented the training, was
deemed more important than peer support. Observing positive outcomes (utility) also scored high on
enabling of transfer (Gilpin-Jackson & Bushe, 2007).
A strong correlation was found between incentives and utilisation; highly valued training/ difficulty
getting onto a training/ receiving special dispensation to attend a training all rendered an increase in
training uptake and transfer (Gilpin-Jackson & Bushe, 2007).
Organisational culture and peer support are factors that promote training transfer and influence
transfer motivation. Mentoring, and in particular regular access to mentoring, increased transfer motivation
and training transfer. An aspect specifically highlighted is that mentors can alleviate anxiety about trying
out new skills or learning, which seems pertinent to skills training (Schindler & Burkholder, 2016). A
correlation was also found between pre-training motivation, peer support and training transfer. Peer
support was found to influence transfer more than pre-training motivation (Chiaburu & Marinova, 2005).
Martin (2010) conducted a comparative study on the interaction between peer support and
organisational culture, on training transfer. The study revealed that newly learnt behaviours (skills) were
short lived without environmental reinforcement in the form of resources and follow up support. Proximal
factors, such as peers, have more impact on training transfer than distal factors such as organisational
culture. Distal factors might impact on longer term implementation as lack of managerial support will in
the longer term diminish peer support (Martin, 2010, Egan; 2008, Lim & Johnson, 2002).
Organisational enablers - supportive strategies. Berwick (2003) identified organisational
strategies that could support dissemination of newly acquired learning and skills in healthcare. The
identification of sound and useful new approaches and evidence-based practices is not always a simple
task. Berwick (2003) also believed early adopters of innovations should be rewarded and organisations
should invest in them. This included clinicians being given time and opportunity to try out new practice
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approaches (Berwick, 2003; Gilpin-Jackson & Bushe, 2007). From Berwick’s perspective, emphasis
needed to be placed on creating opportunities for innovators and early adopters to trial new approaches
with an emphasis on support, rather than a focus of compliance. Another important recommendation from
Berwick was that early adopters’ activities should be made visible to others. The fifth recommendation
was that although an innovation is usually generated externally, it needs to be modified to be adapted to a
healthcare environment. This process requires trust from managers and support so that innovation is
adapted for local purposes. The sixth recommendation from Berwick was for organisations and managers
to allow and ring-fence time for practitioners to familiarise themselves with new innovations. Lastly
Berwick recommended the need for organisations to appoint champions for change and that managers’
model new behaviour (Berwick, 2003).
The need for more organisational strategies to facilitate the integration of CPD was found by
O’Sullivan (2006). It was suggested that performance appraisals were an initiative that supported CPD and
also detailed the implementation of CPD into practice. Keeping a portfolio of CPD and its integration into
practice would also potentially be beneficial. Managerial support and that of key supports - mentors,
clinical supervisors and peers also played a role in integration of CPD.
Reflective practice is enabling in training transfer/ integrating learning into practice. According to
Kolb’s learning cycle (O’Sullivan, 2006), learning is linked to planning and implementation of learning.
The process of reflective practice addresses integration of practice, the self and learning - which brings
about the potential of change in practice (O’Sullivan, 2006).
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Organisational culture. Three main themes were found to relate to the impact of organisation and
environment on training transfer. They are workplace culture (change culture and stress), relationships at
work (peers and supervisors) and resources (time and money) (Eid & Quinn, 2017).
Organisational culture around communication, how managers speak to staff and colleagues speak to each
other - impacts on how clinicians approach patients, which in turn impacts on the integration of a
collaborative approach such as MI (Miller & Rollnick, 2013).
It was found that employees developed positive approaches to their immediate work environment
which were driven by proximal leadership. This in turn generated positive motivation towards
implementing learning (Egan, 2008). It was suggested that organisations interested in training transfer need
to focus on positive subcultures. As seen in other studies, proximal environmental factors rate higher than
distal in having an impact potential on training transfer (Egan, 2008).
The literature review set out to explore available research on barriers and enablers to integration of
MI training. The literature review was expanded to also explore studies on training integration in general
and relevant theories on learning. The role of ongoing learning and upskilling within health was also
explored to gain a better understanding of the factors impacting on the integration of training in a hospital
environment.
From the literature sourced it was clear that training integration had previously been the focus of
many studies. The poor rate of integration was also reported in various studies. Research on the integration
and dissemination of MI was also found in abundance, from across the globe and also Australia, however
no New Zealand studies were found. The difficulties with integration and complex nature of training
integration was also reported in MI integration research. The factors identified in the literature that
impacted on training integration were all related to three main factors; person-specific factors, patient
factors and environmental factors.
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Throughout the literature the two recurring themes of barriers and enablers to integration were
noted. Person-specific barriers were related to personal traits and approaches to integrating training. The
literature review also identified environmental barriers which mostly related to the lack of organisational
support, organisational culture and time constraints.
Factors that acted as enablers to MI integration were found in previous studies and therefore also
identifiable in this exploration of literature. There were some person-specific traits which enabled training
integration that could be classified as fixed like cognitive ability and personality traits such as
conscientiousness. Approaches to learning and application of training were also predictors of training
integration. Prior training in counselling and communication skills were also found to impact on
integration.
The right fit of MI to clinicians’ role was reported by research in literature to also be enabling to
integration. Organisational enablers were reported in the literature, related to supportive roles,
organisational culture and organisational strategies which further promote integration.
Although the literature provided a comprehensive view on training integration, some gaps were identified.
In New Zealand health and social work environments, a cultural perspective is highly valued. But there
were no studies found that explored the impact of culture or ethnicity on how individuals implemented
new learning post-training. Overseas studies were conducted on workplace culture, and this factor was
found to impact on training transfer.
There was also a gap in the literature regarding the role of patient factors in MI integration,
especially related to factors that pose barriers. A study by Dunn et al. (2016) identified the need for further
investigation into the role of patient factors in integration of MI.
It was therefore important that a New Zealand study explore the barriers and enablers to MI training
integration. Understanding the perspective of New Zealand clinicians on training integration may be
valuable in supporting training integration and successful dissemination of EBP.
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Methodology
Although training and continuing professional development are both required for social work
registration, in practice training is not always well integrated and there are often high levels of variability
between practitioners and the impact of training on practice. From literature it was clear that, although
there are many theories on learning and possibly great understanding of how people and adults learn, there
is little understanding of what trainees experience as they venture out to integrate new skills into their
practice. This lack of understanding led to the development of this research, and the need to select a
method that would provide an answer to the research question. To see this study in context it is important
to explain the researcher’s position, how a methodology was selected and to define the conceptual
framework, how data collection took place as well as how data was analysed.
Firstly, two positions need to be clarified as one refers to a position in terms of a research
paradigm, whilst the second refers to a position within this research project. The latter needs further
clarification, as this has impacted on development and execution of the research. As the research is
practice-based research, it also originated from the researcher’s own experiences of incorporating training
in a hospital setting. The researcher has been providing training in MI to AHPs and although training
remains in high demand, outcomes, in terms of integration into practice, appear to be variable.
The researcher was a senior colleague to most of the trainees, and in this case, of the research
participants. Conducting research in practice poses a number of opportunities and challenges. The
challenges will be addressed further in this section. Some of the opportunities are that research allows for
the description, explanation, exploration, comparison and evaluation of practice. Research in practice is
driven by a number of factors including the drive to improve outcomes. This can be further defined as
seeking to improve an evidence base, to improve skills or quality of a service (Harrington & Lunt, 2007).
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It is deemed good practice for a researcher to clearly articulate their stance on the foundation of
knowledge and how knowledge is constituted. Research is conducted within a theoretical framework and
this constitutes the research paradigm (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015).
The position of the researcher in terms of understanding the world has been strongly influenced by
an upbringing in a migrant community in Johannesburg, South Africa. The impact of culture and migration
has contributed to a worldview which accepts that many factors and influences contribute to what we know
and how we know it. As a grandchild of a migrant and herself a migrant to New Zealand, the relationship
between personal determinants, culture and environmental factors have been significant. It has formed an
understanding of how humans learn to adopt, adapt, relate and integrate. The underlying understanding is
that some of the elements of knowledge tend to be more fixed and related to natural science, whilst others
relate to our relatedness and interpretation (Barber, 2006). It is therefore not surprising that this study seeks
to explore integration of knowledge and skill and how we may adapt and adopt new learning.
A subjective perspective defines reality as the relationships and perceptions of subjects (which are
alive). An objective perspective defines reality as being defined by objects that are both fixed and
measurable (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015). The researcher believes that both ontological perspectives
contribute to our understanding of reality and only employing one perspective may hamper enquiry.
Successful integration of a training in MI is measurable using treatment fidelity tools such as the
Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity Instrument (MITI) - the newest edition is the MITI 4.1
(Moyers, Manual, & Ernst, 2014). From a purely objective perspective, there are a number of ways to
measure integration of MI training quite effectively. Trainees’ experience discovered through the
exploration of their views may provide more context to understanding the relationship and the interaction
between multitudes of factors that interact with integration of training in the workplace. The research
question is thus not simply has MI been integrated into practice but rather: what enabled and hindered
integration of MI skills into practice?
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Research Paradigm
Barber, (2006) likens research to a tree of which the “...Roots draw from metaphysics and
philosophy: the trunk is formed from observation and experience; the branches are shaped from interest,
experiential engagement and imaginative speculation and the fruits are further questions” (p.14).
The steps and events leading to the development of a research framework begin with the location of
the proposed study, within a particular research paradigm (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015). The research
philosophy will also be influenced by a particular epistemological position.
The researcher’s ontological assumption stems from both an objective and subjective perspective.
This research was conducted within a medical environment, which is built upon the concepts of science
and objectivity. From a scientific perspective, research focuses and limits perspective to produce results
that are repeatable, however adding a qualitative perspective puts a subjective, human focus into play
(Barber, 2006). Social sciences tend to be more subjective and in search of meaning, by paying attention
to the possibility that there may be many answers to one question and the result of this kind of enquiry can
deliver unforeseen results (Barber, 2006; Braun & Clarke, 2013).
From the literature, it emerged that integration of training is notoriously poor and that it can be
expected that trainees will respond differently to similar input (training) and that their abilities, own world
view and circumstances impact on outcome (training transfer). Some differences are measurable such as
reported motivation or confidence (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015), while others may be harder to
measure, such as worldview.
Given the nature of the research question, an emphasis was placed on a subjective stance whilst
acknowledging the objective. The integration of skills into practice is highly impacted by cultural and
historical influences which relate to a subjective ontological approach (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015).
To gather knowledge in answering the research question, an epistemological position needs to be defined
to ensure valid information (knowledge) is collected (O’Gorman & MacIntosh, 2015). Through
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implementation of a positivist paradigm, the researcher sought to collect facts, and reduce phenomena to
simpler elements which could then be measured and contribute to the identification of causality. An
interpretivist paradigm focuses on meaning and an understanding of events. It allows for development of
ideas based on data collected and may involve more than one research method. A smaller research sample,
with the collection of rich data is also more aligned with an interpretivist approach. An interpretivist
approach seemed most appropriate in considering and understanding integration of training in the
workplace as opposed to merely measuring the rate of integration.
Development of Methodology
Drawing from both objective and subjective perspectives provides an opportunity to apply both
qualitative and quantitative methods using a mixed methods design.
Qualitative and quantitative research seem incompatible based on their divergent epistemological
assumptions (Brannen, 2005). Although the intention of implementing a mixed methods approach is to
remain true to an epistemological framework that supports objective and subjective perspectives, it is not
without challenge. The implementation of a combined qualitative/quantitative research method may
produce findings that substantiate, compliment, enrich or contradict findings (Brannen, 2005).
In order to answer the research question, the researcher had to consider the research methods that could be
applied to successfully and pragmatically achieve this. Without prior consideration of the philosophical
underpinning of such methods, from a pragmatic stance, mixed methods research seemed the most
appropriate way to achieve this. Biesta (2010) agrees that the pragmatic justification for a mixed methods
approach may be that it is functional when seeking to answer a research question. This is certainly the case
in this research. A mixed methods approach suggests that attention be given to the tension between two
data sets and that this is considered in the development of a research design.
The interrelationship between variables seemed important when exploring training transfer. Within
a work environment, many factors are at play and it seemed relevant to understand which factors are
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important, how they relate to the individual’s ability to incorporate learnt skills into practice, and also how
work-related tasks and access to support impact on this process. It was hoped that understanding and
interpreting this within a New Zealand hospital setting may then be useful in improving training transfer to
other training or in other institution. Although some quantitative data was considered potentially useful, as
it may predict or explain relationships between variables, the overarching approach sought patterns and
themes which reflected a qualitative paradigm (Braun & Clarke, 2013).
Development of Research Design
Due to the researcher being the trainer and a senior colleague of many potential participants at the
time of the research, it was necessary to consider a research tool that would ensure anonymity.
Anonymous participation addressed a number of issues and potential challenges related to this practicebased study. Anonymity facilitated a choice on whether to participate or not without having to consider
consequence. It also addressed the notion that participants could feel coerced or expected to participate.
Anonymity also ensured that the content of what was shared allowed participants to contribute freely and
truthfully (Braun & Clarke, 2013). It was due to the need for anonymous participation that an online
survey (Appendix A) was considered the best way of collecting both quantitative and qualitative data. To
further explore the research question it was decided to also conduct voluntary, semi-structured interviews
(Appendix B) in a second round of data collection. Trainees were invited by a third party to voluntarily
participate in both the survey and the semi-structured interviews.
Development of Research Tools
Allied health professionals have time limited access to computers, and lengthy online surveys
would be a deterrent to participation. Due to constant work pressures, time is limited for activities that are
not directly patient related. Therefore, the development of research tools needed to take consideration of
possible barriers to participation in the research by keeping the survey to the point and as brief as possible.
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A progress bar was also included as a measure to encourage completion of surveys. Furthermore, the
survey was set out to be easy to read, navigate and complete. Qualtrics, an online University supported
survey tool, was the platform chosen for these purposes.
In terms of the semi-structured interviews, time constraints were again a consideration in the
development of the interview tool. It was decided to only have five questions, but that the questions would
allow some exploration of the experiences of trainees post training. It was also decided to conduct semistructured interviews which would guide the interviewee towards answering the research questions but also
allow some flexibility and autonomy on how much time and information an interviewee chose to
contribute (Braun & Clarke, 2013).
Both initial literature searches and practice-based experience informed the development of the
survey and semi structured interview questions. The researcher’s experience as a trainer and practice
supervisor provided an awareness of the complex nature of training transfer. It seemed important to
understand enablers and barriers to training integration from the perspective of the trainee and in this
instance New Zealand based AHPs. With the research question in mind, and with a focus on gaining the
perspective of the trainees, a number of key questions were developed. It was decided to apply grading
questions in the survey to elicit information and thought. The survey and semi-structured interviews were
designed to be complementary. The survey contained a small quantitative component and then provided an
opportunity for qualitative data through open questions, which allowed reflection and interpretation. The
survey collected twelve quantitative data sets and eight qualitative data sets. The semi-structured
interviews were qualitative in nature and collected five qualitative data sets.
Ethical Issues and Considerations
Ethics approval was given to the study from both the ADHB and University of Auckland ethics
committees. There were a number of ethical issues to consider in this study.
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The most pressing ethical consideration was related to the fact that this research was conducted
within a practice setting where the researcher was a senior practitioner within an allied health team. The
first phase of the research was the training which was also provided by the researcher.
Ethical considerations were related to bias and conflict of interest, as well as issues of power and
coercion. As the researcher was also providing the training it was important to not create a focus on
effectiveness of the training in any of the research questions (both survey and interviews). As the
researcher was a senior colleague to many of the participants it was important that participants did not feel
coerced into participation and that prior relationships did not cause bias. The research was not aimed at
measuring the success of training or the degree of training integration. Due to the relationships of trainer
and researcher with the participants, measuring success would increase the risk of both bias and conflict of
interest.
In preparation for the research an application was made to the ADHB ethics committee, and
consent was obtained for a low risk study to be conducted. This research project was deemed as low risk
as it did not involve participation from patients or require access to patient information. See Appendix C
for ADHB low risk ethics approval. All ethical considerations were disclosed to the ADHB ethics
committee as well as to the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee. See Appendix
D for ethics approval letter from the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee.
Written approval for the research participation of allied health staff was obtained from the allied health
Clinical Director as evident in Appendix E.
Considering recruitment and participation. Three training sessions in MI were offered to AHPs
at Auckland City Hospital. The training opportunities were each announced by way of an email and
posters. The two-day ‘Introduction to MI’ training was based on the first four of eight stages in learning
MI (Miller & Moyers, 2006). The content of the training is provided in Appendix F. By way of managing
ethical considerations, the researcher provided training dates and information to all staff within allied
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health and was not involved in selection of the training participants in any way. Allied health professionals
applied to their respective team leaders for selection and had to apply for education leave, after which they
could enrol in the training. Participants were not required to participate in the research in order to
undertake the training.
The initial training was provided to a group of 20 trainees in May 2017, another group of 12 later in
May 2017 and the last group of 12 in July 2017. The size of available training rooms dictated the group
size. On the last day of each training, the trainees were informed that they would be invited via email to
participate in a survey and interview six to eight weeks after the training. They were advised that
participation was voluntary for both the survey and the interview. Trainees were also informed that their
participation in the survey would be anonymous, but that if they chose to participate in the interviews their
participation would be known to the researcher. The trainees were also informed that their decision to not
participate would not be detrimental to them in any way as their decision would not be known.
Data collection
Online survey. An online survey was compiled using Qualtrics. Six weeks after each of three
training events, the allied health team administrator sent out an email to participants of each training group,
inviting them to participate in the research by completing the online survey. A link to the survey was
included in the invitation. The email also included an invitation to participate in an interview, with the
researcher’s email made available for participants to indicate their willingness to participate in an
interview. The Participant Information Sheet (Appendix G) was also included in the email.
After the first training, the initial response to the request for participation was very poor with only three
participants completing the survey. A number of factors may have impacted on participation, one of which
may have been acuity of workload as winter time is often the busiest period in a hospital. Two reminders
were sent, after which participation increased. The second and third training received greater response and
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only the second training required one more reminder to participants. In total 19 respondents participated in
the survey. The quantitative data (survey only) was written and stored on Qualtrics under a confidential
password.
Semi-structured interviews. Participants were invited to email the researcher if they would be
willing to participate in an interview. In total nine semi-structured interviews were conducted. Interviewees
were met at a time that suited them in a private meeting room. Prior to the interview they were again
provided with a participation information sheet and the terms were briefly discussed before they were
asked to complete and sign a consent form (Appendix H). Interviews were recorded on a digital voice
recorder, and the files were stored on a password secured computer while all the data was being collected.
Once all the interview data was collected, the files were transcribed by DigiType transcribing service. The
transcriber also completed and signed a confidentiality agreement.
Data Analysis
A convergent design entails collecting all the datasets, analysing them separately and merging the
results. According to Cresswell (2015), a convergent design facilitates comparison and validation of data.
A convergent design seemed an appropriate way of managing both quantitative and qualitative data sets
together.
Data analysis - quantitative data. The quantitative survey data was checked and could simply be
collated using Qualtrics reports and charts. Basic analysis of quantitative data collected in the survey
produced trends defined in percentages. Quantitative data was contextualised by qualitative data (from
survey and interviews) in an attempt to enrich findings.
Data analysis - qualitative data. The qualitative data was both written (survey) and on audio
(interview).The qualitative survey data was checked and entered into NVivo 11 (qualitative data analysis
software), in preparation for thematic analysis. The audio data was transcribed using the orthographic
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transcription style which is a representation of each utterance made during an interview (Braun & Clarke,
2013). This style of transcription was selected as transcription was done by an external transcriber, thus
interpretation of speech and emphasis on certain phrases (paralinguistic transcription) were not considered
as would be the case in discursive psychology (Braun & Clarke, 2013).
After the transcribed interviews were received, some time was spent checking data in a process to
clean data but also to become familiar with the content and to informally identify themes. Braun and
Clarke (2013) indicate that there is no clear distinction between becoming familiar with data and starting
the coding process. This was especially true in this practice-based research as there was an expectation to
find key themes in the data.
Thematic analysis. An inductive thematic analysis of the qualitative data seemed appropriate in
exploring the experiences of practitioners as they grappled with integration of training. This method
would identified themes and meaning with associated patterns that related to the research question (Braun
& Clarke, 2013).
The steps in thematic analysis, as described by Braun and Clarke (2013) were applied to analyse
the qualitative data. With transcription as step 1 completed, the next task was to clean and become familiar
with the data in the transcribed interviews and this was done by listening to the interviews while checking
the transcribed work. The transcribed interviews and qualitative survey content were then entered into
NVivo 11 application and general themes identified. The third step was coding, which was approached in a
number of ways. Braun and Clarke (2013) identify a number of different approaches to coding. The initial
approach can be compared to complete coding whereby everything that seemed interesting and potentially
important was coded. This raised interesting themes but did not answer the research question and thus was
not useful.
The second approach was to do selective coding which entailed coding in accordance with the
research question and this seemed more useful. As this was practice-based research it seemed important to
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capture the intended meaning of respondents’ responses, therefore coding was researcher-derived whereby
implicit meaning of content was coded in accordance.
It was surmised that “time” and “lack of time” would feature strongly throughout the data as a
barrier to training integration. Therefore this was elected as an initial node and all the variances on time
were found and divided accordingly. A next search through the data delivered alternative words and
phrases such as busy which also pointed to the theme of time, it was also noted that some of the
respondents had indicated time as an enabler to training integration and therefore this emphasised the need
to consider context in the allocation of nodes. This process was also used for other themes and nodes when
identifying organisational or personal barriers and enablers.
The next step involved identifying themes in the data. This was achieved by searching for patterns
in the data and in the codes that re-occurred and overlapped and considering these in relation to the
research question. Themes were divided into two major groups, involving enablers to training integration
and barriers to training integration.
Although thematic analysis is not related to the researcher’s ontological position, as it is merely a
data analysis tool, it renders itself suitable to this research due to its flexibility (Braun & Clarke, 2013).
The benefit of thematic analysis is that it allows for analysis of data from the bottom up (in other words
without consideration of theory) and provides the opportunity for a more interpretative approach.
Two main considerations informed the way this research was set up. These were the ethical considerations
and the need to answer the research questions. These two considerations guided the decisions on the
chosen research methods, data collections tools and process, data analysis and interpretation of the data.
The next section will provide a summary of the findings.
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Findings
The findings presented in this section reflect the data collected from an online survey and semi
structured interviews. The survey was completed by 19 participants and although it was an anonymous
survey the demographic data revealed that a cross section of AHPs had participated. This was evident
within their examples of how they attempted to integrate MI skills within their core roles. The interviews
were not anonymous and nine participants participated. Of this group, six were social workers, two were
physiotherapists and one was an occupational therapist. The participants were a heterogeneous group of
which seven were senior practitioners and two junior practitioners. They were an ethnically diverse group
and identified as Māori, South East Asian, European (from England and Ireland), South African and New
Zealand European.
A thematic analysis of the transcribed interviews and surveys produced a number of recurring
themes around enablers and barriers to integration of MI training. The recurring themes that described
barriers to integrating new MI skills were person-specific factors relating to an approach to integrating
training, patient factors and then organisational barriers which also included time. The themes that
described enablers to integration of MI skills were personal drivers, planning and preparing, practice and
repetition, the right fit (MI and patients, MI and clinicians), and having access to proximal support.
Quantitative and qualitative findings will be reported together, along the two main themes of barriers and
enablers. The presentation of these themes will be enriched through including key respondent quotations
throughout this section.
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Barriers to Integration of MI Training
A schematic illustration follows (Figure 1) that depicts the relationships between the themes and
subthemes found in research that relate to the barriers to integration of MI training.

Figure 1. Barriers to integration of MI training (themes and subthemes)
Person-specific barriers. Three subthemes emerged which described person-specific barriers.
They were a lack of intent and focus, the impact of cultural factors and the impact of low confidence on
training integration. They will be described accordingly in separate subheadings.
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Approach to applying new learning - being intentional and focused. Participants were able to
define aspects related to their approach which directly impacted on their ability to integrate newly learnt
MI skills. One subtheme was around a lack of intent to integrate new skills and was well described by
Participant 4 as “…probably my own poor attitude because if I tried, I could have just tried”. Participants
described the impact of lack of intent on not getting straight into practicing their newly developed skills,
which caused them to slip back into old habits. Participant 7, an experienced clinician said that, “I think
that part (integrating MI).... was difficult for me because I've always done it and I just kept slipping back
into that old habit.” Participant 1 described this lack of intent as an initial barrier to trying out the skills. A
time delay between learning a skill and implementation was found to be problematic as learning dissipated:
“I think if I had been able to go straight to it straight away and sort of keep it fresh... I think as time goes
on it just dissipates a bit” (Participant 1).
Participant 8 said not keeping it at the forefront was a barrier,
...the barriers to it, personally it’s my own not reviewing it or referring back to it or consciously
thinking about it so that's why I didn’t get at the forefront but also thinking about the time and
whether the people that I do see, whether I could use it with them. I probably can, I'm just not
consciously thinking about it at the moment. (Participant 8)
One interview participant described a lack of focus on integrating new skills as related to ingrained
experience:
Sometimes I forget to employ it. I've been a physio for 30 years using a much more western
……approach to delivering education and expecting people to take it on board because it makes
sense. So it’s overcoming my years of way of interacting and the way that we’re taught very much
to deliver education and then you just assume that people will then make the right choices. So
sometimes I forget. I've got halfway through the conversation and I've forgotten to use MI.
(Participant 5)
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Participants described how a lack of focus impacted on the mastery of newly acquired
skills.
MI is something that I really need to be switched on, as passive as it sounds as a sort of
methodology but one really has to be very switched on in order to use it effectively so I think that
sometimes the natural side of things would be overload if I' m stressed and I wouldn’t use it.
(Participant 9)
Another participant also described a lack of focus on integrating new learning due to focusing on
what was familiar as a particular barrier:
But there were other parts of the interview process I suppose I felt quite comfortable in, like open
questions, and I felt okay but just those things where to be aware of when the technique I'm
thinking the technique I needed to practice more on. I think I've kind of slipped back into my old
habits because it’s faster and easier because of the pace that we’re working at it’s kind of easier to
do that and get on with it. (Participant 7)
Approach to applying new learning - impact of cultural factors on intent. Participant 2 said her
intentions were hampered due to a learning barrier and prior exposure to American English, “...I think it’s,
for me whose English is not first language, so having understanding of, practicing how you ask questions
and what words you can use …”. Survey Participant 8 indicated in their survey response that their intended
integration of MI training was hampered by beliefs about self-determination, “I think at times I allow the
concept of mana motuhake (self-determination) to cloud my thinking around behaviour in general that
whānau exhibit toward their own health, therefore, probably more literacy around illness could inspire
confidence” (Survey Participant 8). Another survey participant, Participant 5, said that lack of cultural
support and her own ethnicity directly impacted on her intention to integrate a new skill. Reverting back to
old habits felt safer as this produced rapport which a new skill (unsupported) may compromise.
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Social and cultural ....no cultural support services in adult community services to support me
(white, young, and female, pākehā) to better engage with clients and families. This is a barrier as
any rapport I am naturally able to gain with clients, I would not compromise by trying MI as I am
not yet confident to do so. (Survey Participant 5)
Approach to applying new learning - impact of lack of confidence on intent. An approach to
training integration is impacted by confidence too. This was found to be an underlying theme also in
general, when clinicians were trying out non-MI skills previously. For two participants, integrating MI
was specifically stress-inducing as they felt they lacked confidence in their ability to manage the
conversation flow and any resultant emotions this may evoke for the patient. From a quantitative
perspective the survey participants were asked about practicing new skills – Question 13: “How would you
rate your comfort level with practicing new skills in general?” As depicted in Figure 2, only one
participant indicated almost no discomfort, eight participants said they experienced low discomfort, nine
had medium discomfort while one had high discomfort.

Figure 2. Comfort with practicing new skills
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The role of confidence, and the lack thereof, in trying out new skills was perceived as a barrier by
participants and for some directly impacted on them initiating their skills. Survey Participant 15 lacked
confidence in managing the conversation an MI intervention might evoke, “lone working - working in a
client’s home, they have invited you in and sometimes you don't then feel fully comfortable to use MI to
evoke feelings in case they get upset/ angry/ frustrated during the interview process” (Survey Participant
15).
In the survey participants were asked Question 5: “How confident are you in addressing health
behaviours in patients in general?” Participants rated their confidence between average and high. To
Question 9 : “How confident are you about integrating MI into your practice?”, no one indicated total lack
of confidence, only one had low confidence, 11 had average confidence and seven said their confidence
was above average to high.
A comparison of confidence in applying MI and executing previously acquired skills in addressing
health behaviours, are illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Confidence to practice new skill versus previously learnt skills
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Patient factors. Participants reported taking their cues from patients and acknowledged that this
may seem subjective, however that patients appeared not to be open to them utilising MI skills and this
created a barrier to practicing and integrating the skills.
Other times would be perhaps when I feel like the (and it’s very subjective) but sometimes I do get
the sense that a patient might not appreciate it and that's not to say that they won't appreciate it
throughout their whole lives but because of the short encounters, sometimes the moment will not be
suitable for MI. I think those are the times where I can't use it. (Participant 9)
Participants from both the survey and interviews reported that they were unable to practice and
implement their MI skills with patients who were too unwell or where there were acute medical concerns.
This was the case for those working in emergency care, like Participant 4, who found that “It’s hard in
EDiii and APUiv because they're so acutely unwell often times”. Participant 9 described how social
workers may be deterred from implementing a counselling approach with some patients due to the
complexity of the client’s presentation, and especially if they are acutely unwell:
For example if someone is having some social issues but at the same time they have other concerns,
perhaps medical which is top on their minds, and that would be one of the times it won't be
appropriate because the last thing they want to do is have a nice calm chat when they're really
worried about their acute health. (Participant 9)
Noticing that a patient was cognitively impaired and had delirium deterred Participant 4 from
applying her MI skills. She describes how she was hesitant even after a senior colleague (geriatric nurse
specialist) encouraged her to make an attempt:
The other day I had a lady who was cognitively impaired and an alcoholic and I had a conversation
with one of the GNSsv…” I think you should use your MI” and I didn’t know because we had

iii

Emergency Department, Auckland city hospital
Admission and Planning Unit, Auckland city hospital
v
Gerontology nurse specialists
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talked about you can use it in cognitively impaired patients but she was 89 and I just don't know at
what

point do you just, and again probably just my attitude just did not bother and I was very

busy but I was just like I didn't really feel like it would have been helpful. But we did talk about
how they would have to be willing to make a change or so, and I don't know if she….I didn’t ask
her, maybe I should have given her the chance. (Participant 4)
Another participant also indicated that she found that patients who have severe cognitive abilities
were not able to participate in an MI conversation,
Well quite often I think it just doesn't work because the patients are just too cognitively impaired to
be able to relate to what you're asking and sometimes they're communicating at such a basic level
they've lost the ability to have a discussion and they've lost their recall. So sometimes you think
“oh they might be okay” but you get in there and you try and their cognitive ability is just too low
to participate. It’s very much driven by the patients and if they're not capable of driving it then you
can't use it. (Participant 5)
Lack of conversational skills, poor memory and lack of drive were identified as factors which
created barriers when working with cognitively impaired patients. As survey Participant 8 put it: “I think I
just need more practice.....sometimes the failure of it is not to do with the MI but patient co-morbidities
e.g. they become medically unwell and delirious.” Interview Participant 8 considered MI conversations too
difficult with elderly patients who didn’t seem open to making changes however while exploring this
barrier had the realisation that family may be more receptive to the approach.
So I'm working with medical patients who tend to be a lot older and so having a conversation
around anything that they may want to change is difficult because often they don’t want to change
anything. They don’t perceive the need to change things, when families do, so talking with the
family I haven't consciously used those skills with them but thinking about that now that I'm
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talking to you, I think I probably do but I'm not thinking “oh yeah this is motivation …how I
wouldn’t do this part of it” so yeah. (Participant 8)
One survey participant indicated that patients who were “not ready” and coerced into meeting an
AHP posed a barrier to integrating MI. As this response was anonymous it could not be further explored.
However it could be deduced that the AHP likely struggled with applying new skills if the patient
presented as unwilling.
Environmental barriers. Participants were asked about the impact of environment and time
constraints on their ability to implement what they learnt in the MI training. As indicated in Figure 4,
environment and time were rated equally to have some impact for six participants. Environmental barriers
were rated as more significant for six participants and only three rated time as having an above average
impact. Survey participants were asked: Question 18:“How have time constraints impacted on your ability
to implement your MI training?” and Question 19, “How has the environment impacted on your ability to
implement your MI training?”

Figure 4. Impact of time versus environment on integration
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Environmental barriers were related to organisation specific factors such as organisational culture
and time pressures but the physical environment also had an impact on training integration.
Organisational culture. The culture created within a hospital environment was described as a
barrier to practicing MI due to expectations around keeping interventions brief. The fast paced, demanding
nature of a hospital setting and the associated culture were indicated as barriers to being able to engage in
expansive interventions. As experienced clinician, Participant 6 put it: “I’m not sure the wards like it
though because I'm spending a lot of time talking to patients now, a lot longer than I have been used to and
I'm not sure they're that happy about that.” The pressures within the acute environment in the Emergency
Department and the Admissions and Planning Unit were identified as particularly demanding and the
pressures were felt around keeping input ‘to the point’ which didn’t often allow for further exploration and
MI practice. As Participant 4 said: “in ED and APU you're not really encouraged to find out problems
because it’s just like a ….bandaging up service and then get them out and then you can deal with things in
the community.”
The prescribed brief, to only focus on facilitating safe discharges and lack of full time multidisciplinary approaches, were viewed as barriers within fast-paced acute wards by Participant 4.
Probably just the environment down in ED and APU. It’s just do the bare minimum kind of
environment, you know are they safe to discharge? Yes/no and what can I do about that? And
sometimes just, you know, keep a narrow (which I try not to) but if you keep a narrow thought in
terms of your scope. Like I'm just there to assess her safety. She's falling because she's an
alcoholic well what am I going to do about that? I suppose it’s just like you have to recognise when
people need to be in an acute setting and then versus not. It’s just the culture. But also a necessity
if you think about it. You can't be admitting everybody for everything. And the MDT down there
like there's not an MDT that's fulltime there. It’s not present as much as it would be on the wards,
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so kind of maybe sometimes not valued as much within that setting. So that could be a bit difficult
sometimes. (Participant 4)
An experienced clinician, Participant 2, found that her efforts to attend coaching and practice
sessions were not supported by the environment. She said she needed more practice and training to be able
to integrate MI into her practice. “Further training and to keep practicing. I would have liked to attend the
group sessionsvi but pressure of work on the wards has made this difficult to achieve.” One survey
participant had the opposite experience in terms of workload - “When referral numbers are low it's hard to
practice MI often enough to feel like I am gaining confidence using it” (Survey Participant 7).
Survey responses indicated that “Pressures to discharge high patient volumes” were barriers to
integrating MI skills. Others also had experienced organisational barriers to integrating new skills. Survey
Participant 5 described some of these, “institutional environment: a) Limited time with clients due to
caseload demands and District Health Board expectations. b) Timeframe structure of programme may not
allow time for newly developing MI skills to have any impact”. The implicit demands on staff created a
barrier to integration as “It takes up a lot of time and like on a general med ward it’s so busy – there is this
culture of see all these patients as fast as you can, extract this information” (Participant 6).
Participants described organisational cultural barriers relating to how patients are attended to.
Health professionals expected interruptions from other MDT members whilst attending to patients. This
was due to the constant pressure to discharge patients - so patients had to be seen and tasks completed prior
to discharge. Both interruptions and time pressures acted as barriers to training integration.
Interruptions from other clinicians and visitors were cited as barriers to being able to conduct
longer and more meaningful conversations necessary for an MI intervention. Interruptions meant
conversation flow was interrupted and focus being lost, as Participant 5 said:
vi

Coaching group established by core training group in 2015
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I’ll tell you what yeah – you get interrupted. So you get started and you get interrupted by a ward
round and we always have to defer to the doctors or even the lab people coming and doing a blood
test or nurses wanting to do something. We are the last of the last, so because they always
supersede our role we do get interrupted so I get interrupted and that doesn't help with other things.
(Participant 5)
One survey respondent indicated that “the hospital setting” is not conducive to integration of
training but did not expand on that statement. Another survey respondent again stated that the “client’s
home” is not conducive to integration of training and also did not expand on that.
The physical environment. The physical environment was a barrier for most participants but to
varying degrees. This occurred as it hindered MI conversations due to lack of space and privacy.
Participant 4 saw it as an occasional barrier as, “Space or privacy – that would be an issue sometimes”.
Four-bedded rooms, visitors, noise levels, patients who were too unwell to move to a private space
or lack of private space were identified by participants as barriers to applying MI. Participant 4 reflected
on this,
I'm generally, sometimes I would be aware that everyone else in the room can hear and I suppose
you think we’re talking about kind of simple things but I don't know maybe I've never really given
a patient an option to go to another room with me or anything. But there could be issues that you
might want to bring up that they maybe, you think it’s something that they wouldn’t mind talking
about in an open room but maybe that's why they're not engaging with you …and so that would be
a barrier. (Participant 4)
Participant 2 also agreed with the environmental constraints;
I don’t use that very much if there's limited space, like if a patient is in a four-bedded room
and there's no facility to talk with them in a private area. That patient is not able to walk
and there's no other choice to talk to them out of that sight. (Participant 2)
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Five survey participants reported similar environmental barriers, two of those said the following,
When patient is in a four-bedded room and there are no available interview rooms; or when patient
is too sick to walk to an interview room and there is no choice but to have the conversation on the
bedside time availability to engage in a deeper and longer conversation. (Survey Participant 1)
Lack of privacy - not always possible to move to an interview room. Interruptions by other health
professionals. Interruptions of visitors arriving who then want to join in or be updated on what we
are talking about. Noise from other patients, visitors and health professionals. (Survey Participant
11)
Participant 7 experienced the presence of family or whānau as a challenge to applying MI,
Another whānau member in there that isn't being helpful – that was one. So it was hard to
kind of, well it wasn't hard it just meant that I had to work twice as hard to work with two
people, somebody who’s making comments “ah you're never going to change” – that sort of
thing. They're kind of at each other but I'm staying focussed and then I kind of reiterate
something and back over to here again. That was a bit of a challenge. (Participant 7)
A survey participant also found the presence of support people to be a hindrance,
When I visit clients in their home environment, I find it difficult to try MI as it is not
usually just myself and the client. There is often another family member or support person
who is likely to answer questions and be included in the session, which we usually
encourage. This is because their involvement is often important for better uptake and carry
over of exercises, safety recommendations etc. (Survey Participant 6)
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Time. Time was identified as a common barrier to integrating MI skills by many participants. All
nine interviewee participants highlighted this and it was also reported in 13 survey responses. The link
between environmental pressures and time was voiced by Participant 7. She indicated that for her the main
barrier to integrating MI was “Only environmental things like “this person’s got to be discharged and
whatever” or so that kind of is like time constraints” and “I think I've kind of slipped back into my old
habits because it’s faster and easier because of the pace that we’re working at. It’s kind of easier to do that
and get on with it.” Participants identified that they required time to integrate new skills which included
planning (consideration), reflection, revision and coaching. Three sub themes were identified relating to
time as a factor; namely: lack of control over time, time as barrier to preparing to try out new skills and
time as barrier to opportunities for MI conversations.
Lack of control over time. Participants felt they lacked control over the way they manage time in
their day to day work.
If I don't have a heavy caseload and I'm not rushed for time, I'm happy to normally just spend more
time on the patient, which allows me to dig deeper. Because the thing about letting the patient
direct the conversation and finding their own solution is the time is on their hands not mine...I don't
have the control for that time. (Participant 9)
Another participant also inferred a lack of control over their time as they stated that they required
“confidence in having adequate time to elaborate patients concerns” (Survey Participant 13).
Time to prepare to implement a new skill. The need for reflection and revision in preparation was
identified in both the survey and the interviews. One survey participant said they needed more time in
preparation so they could practice and revise the principles and strategies of the skill they had learnt.
Participant 1 said a barrier to integration was “Kind of lacking time for reflection”. She went further to
describe time pressures,
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I think sometimes you have this time thing in your mind sometimes and you're trying to get through
things, pull information out from people and do it as fast as you can, and sometimes I think that
interferes with the process a bit. (Participant 1)
An interview participant described the impact of time pressures on her frame of mind ahead of
meeting with a patient,
Probably like time, pressures you know if you don't have, if you have 10 more referrals waiting for
you you're headspace isn't as clear as if you just be like “okay I have this patient now I can go in
and I can do my MI and I can, this is how I should be communicating”. (Participant 4)
One survey participant summarised the time barrier to implementing a new approach,
I think the pace of work here and other demands on time, can make assessment planning and
reflection a 'non-event'. It would be nice to have the time to actually consider how you are going to
approach a patient situation and not be worrying about getting it over within 20 mins so you can be
at the next place you need to be. (Survey Participant 10)
Time as barrier to opportunities to practice. Participants highlighted their struggles with finding
time to practice MI. A survey participant said they needed “more opportunity to practice but time is a
factor” (Survey Participant 13). There were several participants who found that MI required more time
with a patient, which posed a barrier to their applying this approach. One survey participant said they
needed more time to practice quality interventions. An experienced social worker also considered the time
investment that MI had required of her,
I think if you were to fully engage in MI process you have to allow the time for that, set out the
process for that relationship building and going at the client’s pace in terms of their journey that
they're going to get to...I think that involves a proper investment in time...It is patient centred, so if
you're going to go in with “I want that result in a very short timeframe” you can't. It’s very difficult
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to use MI, but if we invest in time and people and we allow that process, then yes you can use it.
(Participant 3)
Heavy caseloads and the quick turnaround of patients contributed to time pressures. A second
social worker described a similar experience with time constraints,
...if you have lots of patients to see during the day and because for me to be able to do an effective
MI conversation you have to really feel that engagement to them so that they can open up and tell
you what's really motivating them to do things, so I think that's one of the concerns. (Participant 2)
Pressure on bed capacity in the hospital was described by Participant 8 as the driver behind her
decisions on which approach to follow with a patient, “ Yeah bed space and so it’s our caseload is
predominantly discharge people going home and lots of other things – the nice to haves if you like, just
don’t get seen.” She went on to say,
if I had thought of using MI maybe again the pressures of seeing other patients would for
discharges (sic) the prioritisation of when would we see somebody and as much as I would like to
engage with somebody and try and find out where they're at, sometimes we just don’t have the
capacity to do that. So that could have been an opportunity lost. (Participant 8)
Although Participant 6, found the new skills useful, she also thought that “The only disadvantage to
me was it took a long time.” and that “It probably took a lot longer than it would have done if I hadn't used
that approach”. Participants described MI as a time consuming approach, where some said that applying
MI in their practice meant patients disclosed more, which was beneficial, but that it took longer. Being
mindful of the time and how long things took was hindering. This view was supported by another
participant,
I guess the perception of the time needed. That may be one of the things why I'm not consciously
using it. How much time we have with a patient and knowing that for most of the time for a good
response to it you need to have that rapport building and the time to try and develop a relationship
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with the patient so that they will allow you into their world and so I get a better understanding of
what's going on for them, I think with certainly the last few weeks have been so busy in acutes[sic]
and the way that the service is resourced as well with staff and that there's a lot of pressure at the
moment for people to be seen as quickly as possible. Effectively but quickly and sometimes MI is
too long. (Participant 8)
This section has highlighted the barriers that the participants had experienced in the hospital
environment as they ventured out to integrate their new MI skills. But the participants were also able to
identify factors that acted as enablers to training integration.
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Enablers to Integration of MI Training
The themes and subthemes that will be reported in this section under enablers to integration of MI
training are illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Enablers to integration of MI training (themes and subthemes)
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Personal enablers. Person-specific traits and integration behaviours were described as enabling to training
integration. These are described in subheadings by way of illustrating each of the subthemes.
Conscientiousness. For senior clinician, Participant 6, it was implied that she would integrate
training into her practice, “There's no point in me doing training if I'm not going to make good use of it”.
Conscientiousness was possibly also a factor for one participant who had continued practicing the skills
from the beginning as they realised they would need to refresh their memory to retain the skills, “Yeah I
practice on it every now and then, at the beginning and I still do it now to remind myself about things”
(Participant 5).
Congruence. Survey participants were also asked: “How would you rate the impact of core beliefs
and values on your clinical practice in general?” (Question 15). The responses, illustrated in Figure 6
show a varied response with 13 respondents reporting an above average amount of impact of personal
beliefs and values on practice.

Figure 6. Impact of core beliefs and values on clinical practice
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Some of the participants expressed that they liked MI and this was evident in the qualitative data.
Survey Participant 3 expressed a strong affinity to MI due to “the use of empowering language and (MI)
provides a space to negotiate and talk”. Social worker, Participant 3, was encouraged to use the learnt
skills, as “I think it becomes natural to me, so it really fits in with my kind of way of working.”
Participant 4 said that she experienced positives in applying MI skills. She also liked MI and found it
rewarding as MI supported self-efficacy.
I noticed that with patients it gives them the chance to explore their own feelings or what's
happening to them and they can often times come to their own conclusions and then that enables
them to feel more in control of their decisions and what's going to happen to them…so I like that
part of it and I think it’s actually quite rewarding as a therapist because sometimes they come up
with really good ideas and so if you're asking them what strategies they think they could do and
they come up with this great idea and you're like actually “yeah” and I wouldn’t have thought of
that. (Participant 4)
The non-judgemental approach of MI was an enabling factor to another participant, “...using MI
skills that makes them feel they are human and they are ……..and not judging.” She said implementing MI
was a good experience which in turn would “contribute to use it more” (Participant 2).
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Intentional approaches to integration of training. Participants were asked – Question 1: “At the
time of completing the Introduction to MI training, how would you have rated your motivation to apply
this training into practice?” As illustrated in Figure 7, three participants reported average motivation to
apply MI to their practice, while 16 experienced above average motivation (eight were highly motivated).

Figure 7. Motivation to implement training
A number of subthemes emerged from the theme on intentional approaches to integration of
training. These further describe activities that constitute intentional training integration approaches and
will be described in the following subsections.
Planning and preparing. The intentional implementation of MI skills was evident in the responses
from participants. They indicated taking different approaches to planning and preparing to integrate the MI
training. It seemed that planning and being well prepared were integral to participants to varying degrees.
A survey participant described the planning and preparation activities that they undertook to enable
integration of MI,
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...by preparing myself fully before approaching a patient; having an enthusiastic open-mind to be
able to work under the spirit of MI; that I practice to listen more attentively; allocate more time in
the conversation and establish effective engagement. (Survey Participant 1)
Survey Participant 1 went on to say “that I always prepare myself fully (mentally, emotionally and
physically) and that I practice doing it all the time.” Two participants decided to use the skills immediately
on completion of the training. Participant 4 stated “I think I did well at the start straight after the training, a
lot of people probably in the same boat because it was fresh in my mind and I wanted to practice the
techniques...” Participant 6 recalled the first time she ventured out to apply her newfound MI skills. “Yeah
I think it was really sort of taking that step of faith like here's an opportunity I can use it or lose it. So I
decided to use it” and “The first one was kind of like a trial one, let’s give it a go, it’s the middle of the
night I've only got this patient to see and the patient’s in trauma” (Participant 6). Other intentional planning
around how to integrate her new skills was also described,
In my training one of the areas that was recommended by the trainer and then by some of the
documentation that were given to read, was it was very good for family violence so I decided to test
it out with family violence patients. So when I got called out to on call I used it with a family
violence patient and it did actually work very well. (Participant 6)
Participant 6 also reported on how enabling the effectiveness of her approach was,
When I read that it’s good for family violence I thought well let’s try it out with a family violence
patient first and if it goes well, we’ll try that with all the other patients, so that's what I did.
(Participant 6)
A more staged approach to integrating MI was found useful by another participant.
I was using parts of it. For example I would start, for each case I would do something different like
for this case I will focus mainly on reflections and on this case I’ll focus mainly on the
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questionings,...I took the training in parts and used them each separately to train to use them [sic].
(Participant 9)
Planning and preparing the environment. Intentional planning around time and space also seemed
enabling to integrating MI skills. Identifying the most appropriate time slot to initiate a MI conversation
meant Participant 9 could conduct conversations unhindered. The same was said by a survey participant
about finding a quiet space in preparation for conducting an MI conversation. One participant prepared her
environment, herself and the patient beforehand;
I just make sure that the environment’s private and I'm sitting close enough and they've got the
hearing aids in situ and I've sorted all that out beforehand because I look into whether they need
hearing aids and whether their vision’s okay, everything before I even see them. (Participant 5)
Mindful deliberation. Having a reflective process as part of implementing an approach seemed
different to actual intention or planning. Participant 1 said that she would be able to consider how to apply
MI if “I kind of just slowed myself down”. She described this as,
So having a couple of minutes of kind of mindful deliberation in your thought processes about that
so that you're setting the tone before you even get in there in your mind about your approach. So
being more mindful about it really...I think it’s just really becoming more mindful about what
we’re doing. (Participant 1)
Interview Participant 4 supported this by saying that having an awareness further enabled her
integration of MI. A senior clinician, Participant 4 spoke about her experience of mindful deliberation and
being prepared,
And for me I think for me the ……of MI I have to go there prepared as well. If I'm thinking about
lots of things and I'm thinking of what to do next or my schedule for the day I'm not very much
motivated as well to have a longer conversation and that reflects and the patient can pick that up as
well. (Participant 4)
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Participant 3 described this process as being “consciously aware” of the implementation of MI
skills. Furthermore, Participant 5 agreed and said that she would slip back into old habits if she did not
“make a conscious decision when I'm walking in the room to use it.” Another participant also described the
enabling process of deliberation as; “if I talked about it more and if I consciously thought about what I was
doing” (Participant 8).
Having the time to practice mindful deliberation, reflection, and being consciously aware seemed
enabling to integration of training in MI.
Revision. Whereas some participants went straight to implementing what they had learnt, others
felt they needed more time to revise and prepare. One senior clinician felt in order to improve integration
of training, “I need to keep going back to my notes and just reviewing and reflecting my whole technique
or my practice” (Participant 7). Participant 3 also recalled how revision and planning were enabling to
using MI effectively.
The occasion that I thought it was really successful I had actually planned because I knew the
content of this session so I planned about how, what would be best for this person, so I did some
planning, so I refreshed in some of the coursework…. when I thought MI - yes because she knows
it, I just have to get her there. So that helped the process and using some of that language, those
statements that actually facilitate the MI process, I think that's important. (Participant 3)
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Repetitive practice as enabler. Several of the participants indicated that more opportunity for
practicing their MI skills would enable integration of training. Three of the interview participants had
talked about this and it came up in 13 of the survey responses. A survey participant apologetically stated;
“More practice! Sorry, I know that's repetitive but I feel I get better with each patient.” This was also
evident in the quantitative findings. Participants were asked about the need for repetitive practice Question 14: “How much practice and repetition do you normally require before trying your hand at new
skills in general?” As indicated in Figure 8, no one said they required no practice and repetition, five
indicated only needing some practice and repetition, and another five needed a medium amount, whereas
nine required an above average amount (one needing extensive practice and repetition).

Figure 8. Need for repetitive practice
Participants indicated that newly learnt skills require repetitive practice; “When skills are newly
learnt, I think it needs repetition and focus to help them get embedded” (Survey Participant 9). Another
survey participant believed that repetitive practice with a variety of patients and health behaviours would
support integration of skills. Participant 2 said MI practice would come naturally only if she had more
practice. Participant 5 indicated that she needed to repeat the skills to “remind myself about things…. I
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think the practice practise (sic) on it is what made the difference for me”. Initially practicing MI did not
come that easy for all participants and Participant 9 described his growing confidence in practicing MI,
“Just starting purposely in using MI has produced a shakiness in trying to do it right, but little steps have
helped me a lot”. The continuous tension between need for practice and lack of time to practice was
evident as evidenced by survey Participant 13 saying what they needed was “more opportunity to practice
but time is a factor.”
Patient Factors - Right Fit. Participants’ responses indicated that having an effective treatment
approach that matched well to their patient group was important to them. Participants described how they
had trialled MI with different patient groups in a process of finding a right fit. This process was well
described by a survey participant,
In some ways I wanted to test my MI skills to see if it would be suitable to use when working with
my clients. I think overall it has been suitable. I wanted to feel more confident working with clients
who are 'stuck' or who are going around and around in circles with their decision making. Most of
all I wanted to improve my confidence and attitude toward working with clients who are difficult to
engage with. (Survey Participant 6)
The right fit was an enabler to justifying use of MI in their practice, “maybe I was just lucky with
just the right patient but it’s made me think about training wasn't a waste of time” (Participant 6). Finding
that patients responded well and that MI fit well with the task at hand was encouraging to participants;
“basically whenever there's any form of dilemma between two or more options” (Participant 9) . A survey
participant also found the right fit with the youth (Rangatahi) population and said; “I use MI with every
age group and more so with the Rangatahi population....incorporated into their language has had positive
outcomes to maintain relationships” (Survey Participant 4). “…I just think it’s good for most patients. I'm
trying to use it more and more and more.” Participant 6 said after identifying that the approach was
effective for a specific target group. To her it was also important that the patients liked the approach: “I use
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it all the time and it’s been fantastic but I can say that I use it as much as I can and I feel the patients like
it”.
After I’d used it the first time I felt like this is really going somewhere. As I said I’d used it with
about three family violence patients and when I realised how well it was going I thought “well I'm
going to start using it with other patients now and see how it goes with that”. (Participant 6)
Participant 5 found MI to be “a perfect match” for patients who are at high risk of falling while
being an inpatient. She identified that it provided her with much better skills to do her job and a “better
success rate” at addressing this particular problem, “I always try to use the MI”.
Environmental enablers. Organisational supports and the enabling role of proximal relationships
were described by participants. They are reported according to subthemes.
Supervision. Two interview participants and two survey participants identified the role of
supervision in enabling integration of MI into their practice. Aspects of supervision which were identified
as enabling were reflection on their practice, the value of a supervisor reminding them of the training and
identifying patients they could use the skill with. Participant 8 said talking about new skills, “so I think in
supervision it would be a good idea because you get that opportunity to reflect on cases and think about
what went well and what you did”. She also said,
Sitting down and talking about it could be that opportunity you know so maybe supervision, maybe
thinking, maybe bringing things to supervision and saying this could have been an opportunity to
use MI… have it as an objective which will bump it up the list of priorities for me. (Participant 8)
Peer support. Peer support was mentioned by three interview participants and was mentioned
overall 24 times by participants. A survey participant described that their support need included their team,
I think, if I had done the MI training with my team/service then I would have had more peer
support and encouragement to continue practicing MI. I would love a supervision group or
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something similar in order to practice MI and to reflect on whether or not I am working in line with
the MI principles. (Survey Participant 6)
The reinforcing value of “learning from other health professionals” was important to survey
Participant 11. The value of peer support was described by Participant 7 as easily accessible and valuable
for keeping integration on track by providing feedback and illustrating implementation, “I think for me it’s
just if you're learning a new practice then it is about making sure you're on point and other people of like
minds are doing the same and I like this” (Participant 7).
The need to talk with others who are also trying to integrate MI into their practice was described by
a survey participant,
I think, just being around other people who are trying to integrate MI into their practice. It's hard
doing it on your own and much easier if there are others who know what you’re talking about and
people who you can bounce ideas off. (Survey Participant 6)
Mentoring and coaching support. Participants identified that coaching support would further
enable their integration of skills. Survey Participant 5 said that “Instructor observation and feedback of
therapist/client session” would broaden their learning. The potential benefit of group coaching was to
“receive clear and honest feedback” and obtain “opportunities to observe other people's practice” to learn
and incorporate skills (Survey Participant 12). Like others, a survey participant found value in seeing or
hearing how others deploy skills and “ being involved in a regular weekly group that meet to share their
experience of using MI will help to keep the newly learnt skills at the forefront of my mind” (Survey
Participant 9). Participant 1 agreed and described how this may act as a prompt,
Well I just think that we would sit and we would talk and probably people would give examples of
how they're using it and you would reflect back on the case you'd just seen that morning and then
you would think about how did it go in that case and then you would carry that to your afternoon
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and maybe try and adapt or make some changes depending on what the discussion’s been and I
think it would just keep it alive more like it was on the days where we did it. (Participant 1)
Multidisciplinary team. A survey participant said that with the backing of the organisation they
would “be able to fully implement MI” (Survey Participant 14). Organisational support was also described
as more proximal and two participants mentioned the MDT’s role in enabling integration of training.
Survey Participant 10, defined this as “Being able to have more time with patients to do interventions,
without interruptions so we can really concentrate. Having support from other MDT members around
this.” Survey Participant 3 asked for “Uninterrupted Time Space to conduct an interview preferably in
privacy MDT approach to support changes.”

Organisational support - protected time. For Participant 5, support meant that her role was ringfenced to work with risk fall patients and she was able to practice MI with most of her referrals. Her
experience was that organisational support was enabling the integration of MI skills. "I've been specifically
ring-fenced and my time has been allowed to do this and it’s because the ward physios don’t have time. So
that's a big facilitator, but if I didn’t have that it would be very difficult” (Participant 5).
Organisational support - visual aids and prompts. Four participants talked about the enabling
benefits of visual prompts. “Because I do find that I need a reminder. I think in the early days after the
thing I might have even just written MI on top of my whiteboard so I’d look at it every day. Maybe that's
something I can do as well”, Participant 8 said. Keeping it at the forefront by having a reminder that
“triggers my memory perhaps would be a sensible thing to do because I use cues like that for remembering
other things so that would probably work for me” (Participant 5). She said that carrying a “prompt sheet of
questions” reminded her of the MI micro skills.
Participants were able to identify barriers and enablers to training integration. The main themes that
were found related to person-specific factors, patient factors and the impact of environment and time.
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Participants identified that a lack of intentional behaviour and confidence were problems for
integration of skills. They could also identify cultural factors and this included language barriers. Barriers
relating to patients were identified by a few and this often related to patients being incapacitated. The
hospital environment posed many barriers and this related to both the physical environment and
organisational culture. Time was a recurring theme in both the survey and the interviews and participants
were able to identify the time pressures they experienced when attempting new skills.
A question asked early in the survey (Question 3) addressed how successful participants felt about
achieving what they set out to achieve with their new found MI skills. Over half the participants reported
experiencing average success and the rest optimistically reported above average success at applying their
skills.
This sense of success was reflected in the number of themes and subthemes that were identified as
enablers to training integration. Participants described some personal traits and being intentional about
integrating skills promoted successful integration. There were also compatibility factors related to patients
that supported the application of MI. Environmental enablers were well described by participants and
included actions that the clinicians took themselves to facilitate integration. But they also described
organisational support and how this could enable clinicians to improve their integration of training and
dissemination of EBP. The next section will be dedicated to discussing the findings alongside the literature
review.
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Discussion
This thesis has aimed to explore the barriers and enablers to integrating MI into practice in a hospital
setting in New Zealand, post-training in MI. Health is an evidence-based environment, it can therefore be
expected that the dissemination of evidence-based practices be viewed as an important process in a
hospital environment. The notoriously poor rate of training transfer across decades poses ongoing issues
for how to best support clinicians in developing skills in support of dissemination of EBP. Allied health
practitioners within a New Zealand hospital setting experience similar challenges. This section considers
the findings in the previous section in the context of the literature review and the research question in an
attempt to highlight the complex nature of integration of training in a hospital environment. The limitations
of the findings, recommendations for further research and some recommendations for training integration
will also be discussed in this section. This will be followed by concluding ideas. The findings pertaining to
barriers to integration of MI will be discussed first and followed by the enablers to integration of MI.
Barriers to Integration of MI Training
Findings reflected barriers across three main themes involving person-specific approach to
applying new learning, organisational and environmental factors.
Person-specific barriers. This research found barriers relating to person-specific traits and
behaviour which impacted on the integration of MI. The subthemes are discussed in more detail in this
section alongside other related studies.
Intentional and focused behaviour. Personal approaches which created barriers to integration of
training were evident in the findings. The first subtheme was regarding a lack of intentional behaviour
which was described by participants as a barrier. This included an absence of preparation and planning to
utilise new MI skills, not having a focus on using the skills or not keeping it at the forefront of their minds
or simply forgetting. Previous studies did not specifically identify the absence of intentional behaviour as
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impeding integration. However a lack of intentional behaviour may be related to commitment and
motivation to integrate a new skill. Previous studies by Amodeo et al. (2011) and Moyers et al. (2008) on
motivation and commitment to learn MI indicated that a lack of enthusiasm for integrating MI was found
to contribute to poor follow up with post training support. It can be that poor motivation for learning MI
would explain why some participants lacked intentional behaviour, did not remain focussed and lacked
planning behaviours on integration of skills. However in this study participants did not report a lack of
motivation or enthusiasm for applying and integrating the MI training, on the contrary, motivation was
reported as above average.
Other factors may have impacted on lack of intentional behaviour in this study but due to this study
relying on self-report, were not measured or explored. Participants with performance-avoid GO (Johnson
& Beehr, 2014) would have shown more reluctance to venture out to apply their newly acquired skills and
would likely have needed more reassurance and practice to do so. Another possible explanation for the
lack of intentional behaviour found in this study is the indeterminacy associated with an approach such as
MI. Indeterminacy could act as a barrier to integration of training, according to Kahn and Girvan (2016),
as it impedes recall of learnt content and requires more complex decision making in implementing MI
skills. As there are no fixed or predetermined responses for a new MI practitioner to utilise, this may
hinder application of the new skill. Kahn and Girvan (2016) raised the importance of motivation and selfefficacy in integration of training especially in environments such as health, where indeterminacy plays
such a large role.
Impact of cultural specific factors on intent. Cultural factors also posed as barriers to integrating
training. This was reported by participants in a number of ways. Difficulties with mastery of New Zealand
English was reported as a barrier, as it meant the participant required additional practice and consideration
prior to implementing MI. This was not reported in other studies that have been included in the literature
review. However this does relate to the trial-ability aspect of Rogers’ diffusion of innovation theory
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(2003). The difficulties posed by a language barrier would hinder a clinician trying out new skills and
could act as a barrier.
Another culture specific finding was that the use of a new tool was perceived as potentially
threatening to building rapport, due to cultural considerations when working with a person of another
culture or ethnicity. Findings also reflected that a lack of intention had to do with a cultural script about
self-determination (mana motuhake). This cultural script of supporting families and patients to make their
own decisions, prevented the use of a clinician directed approach towards a target behaviour and is related
to beliefs and values of practitioners and how this congruence or conflict with an approach may impact on
integration.
Although the literature review did not raise cultural factors as barriers as such, previous studies
identified barriers relating to personal beliefs and their impact on training integration. According to
theories on learning, there is a role for compatibility between a clinician’s personal values and beliefs and
newly acquired skills in how well the skills are integrated (Bandura, 1977; Rogers, 2003). In New Zealand,
and specifically in healthcare and social work environments, there is a strong awareness of culture and
cultural safety. This may explain why the findings identified cultural barriers in particular.
Impact of lack of confidence on intent. Participants reported that they lacked confidence to
introduce their newly acquired MI skills into conversations with patients. They reported that it was stress
inducing as they could not predict what the response would be and how they would manage the
conversation from there on. This was also found in the quantitative findings, with only one participant
reporting no discomfort, while more than half the participants experienced medium to high discomfort
levels when implementing new skills. This study also found that although confidence was average to high
on addressing health behaviours in general, confidence to integrate MI into their practice was more
tentative. The majority of participants reported average confidence to integrate MI and only a small portion
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felt very confident or low confidence. Previous studies (Madson et al., 2009) supported this finding that the
trait of self-confidence predicted how well clinicians engaged with new behaviour.
Patient factors. The study found that clinicians took their cues from patients on deciding whether
they would implement MI. At times the decision to not implement MI was based on the fact that patients
were too unwell or in the midst a medical event and thus it was deemed an inappropriate time for in depth
or lengthy conversations. Cognitive impairment identified in patients was also reported as a barrier to
integrating MI and whilst some clinicians did not initiate a MI conversation based on their assumptions
about what would work, others gave it a try and after finding that more severe impairment impacted on
communication skills they abandoned use of MI.
The barriers posed by cognitive impairment also included that patients presented with poor memory
and general low drive to engage and participate in interventions. A third patient factor identified as a
barrier was around coercion. The findings indicated that clinicians were reluctant to implement a new
approach when they had to meet with a patient who they felt had been coerced by the medical team into
meeting with an AHP.
There appears to be a gap in research and understanding about the barriers pertaining to recipients
of MI approaches. Dunne et al. (2016) indicated that MI integrity fluctuated between patients rather than
between clinicians. In other words clinicians’ performance varied depending on who the recipient of the
new intervention was at the time. Although there are a multitude of studies on the effectiveness of MI in
addressing all kinds of health behaviours in a variety of settings, there seems to be a gap in identifying
patient characteristics which may impact on training integration and also MI specifically.
Environmental barriers. It was anticipated that time constraints would be identified as a major
barrier to training integration. The findings showed that for most of the participants, time posed only a
medium to lower amount of impact on their ability to integrate training. Both time and environment scored
equally high on having some impact as barriers, while environment scored higher on having quite a lot
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impact on participants’ ability to integrate training. The impact of environment and time and their sub
themes are discussed under the following subheadings.
Environmental barriers - organisational culture. The organisational culture was found to dictate
behaviour of the clinicians, which impacted on their ability to practice their new skills. The clinicians felt
pressured into keeping interventions as brief as possible, thus limiting practice of MI and not promoting
exploratory conversations. The findings indicated that clinicians felt under pressure to follow prescribed
practice which did not allow for delving into patient issues, hence having no scope to implement MI. This
related to pressures to discharge patients to their homes from hospital and fast turnaround of patients.
Previous studies validated these findings that high workload and fast turnaround of patients were barriers
to training integration. This was reported by Harding et al. (2014) in their Melbourne health service based
research on EBP while Lloyd et al. (2014) also indicated that staff shortages created a barrier to training
integration.
Pressure for brief interactions with patients was not stated as a barrier by all the participants.
Another surprise finding was that low referral rates to allied health for their input meant that clinicians had
no opportunities to practice MI.
Organisational culture in the present study also dictated that clinicians expected to be interrupted
by other health professionals in the midst of an intervention. This created a barrier to integrating MI into
practice as it was both disruptive and caused clinicians to lose focus. Previous studies also found that
organisational culture related to peers could act as a barrier to training integration. It was found that
workplace peers played a role in establishing behaviour, thereby having the potential impact of sabotaging
newly learnt skills if the new approach was not supported by workplace peers (Gilpin-Jackson & Bushe,
2009). Workplace sabotage of new skills may be relevant in a team when a new skill requires spending
more time with patients exploring their own expectations, when workplace peers focused on very brief and
task centred approaches. Miller and Rollnick (2013) highlighted the need for investigating the impact of
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organisational barriers due to the cost of training. Although another study found that workplace culture
was a barrier to MI integration, as the workplace values were too dissimilar to the spirit and intent of MI
and thus acted as a potential barrier to integration of MI (Amodeo et al., 2011), this was not found in this
study.
The findings also indicated that work pressures hindered participants from participating in other
training integration activities such as coaching. The lack of organisational support for post training
activities was also found in other studies (Barwick et al., 2012) and this related to not being afforded
protected time for training integration. Given that participants identified the need for ongoing training and
practice opportunities, but were not able to engage in this due to work pressures and having no designated
time to integrate skills - lack of organisational commitment posed a barrier to successful training
integration. In 1977, Bandura identified the need for a supportive climate for the successful adoption of
newly learnt behaviour. According to Bandura, lack of finance, skills and resources would hinder adoption
of new skills. Related findings were reported by Harding et al. (2014) in an Australian study. They
reported lack of managerial support for ongoing activities in support of integrating new skills and EBP,
which was found to be a barrier for health staff. The extent to which the organisation lacked commitment
to EBP was highlighted by the lack of support for this in the key performance indicators for health staff
and the general belief of staff that CPD was a personal obligation (Harding et al., 2014).
Environmental barriers - physical environment. The lack of space and privacy associated with the
hospital environment created a barrier for participants to practice their MI skills. The physical
environment, which could not be ameliorated at times due to patient or situational factors (e.g. mobility
problems, lack of available rooms, visitors, home visits), posed a barrier for clinicians. Barriers relating to
the physical environment are not uncommon and have also been reported by Berger et al. (2009),
especially regarding inadequate clinical space to implement MI.
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Environmental barriers - time. This research revealed that time pressures and lack of time acted as
barriers to integration of MI training into practice. It was found that environmental pressures and time
constraints were related and equally posed a barrier to clinicians implementing their new skills. This
interrelatedness was also reported by Harding et al. (2014) and Berger et al. (2009). Time pressures
reported in this study were found to consist of a number of subthemes which will be discussed accordingly.
Lack of control over time. It was found that a lack of control over one’s own clinical time was a
barrier to training integration and that clinicians did not feel confident in having adequate time available to
implement MI. Although time was identified in the literature on barriers to training integration, there were
no particular findings around a lack of control over time as a barrier.
Lack of time to prepare to implement a new skill. The current research found that clinicians required
preparation time when considering implementation of a new skill. This included time to revise and reflect
on what they needed to do. When this was not possible due to time limits, it created a barrier to integration
of skills. This relates to reflective practice which is described by O’Sullivan (2006) as an essential step in
implementing learning and relates to Kolb’s learning cycle. Although Kolb’s learning cycle (as cited in
O’Sullivan, 2006) is widely acknowledged and applied, there were no other studies which found that a lack
of time to prepare, reflect and revise impeded integration.
Lack of time as barrier to opportunities to practice. The findings suggest that having limited time
with patients posed a significant barrier to practicing MI skills in full. Time pressures were found to be
directly related to workload pressures and this impacted on decision making of clinicians on which approach
to use. This also limited practicing a range of newly learnt skills due to limited time/opportunity. The impact
of time pressures on the ability of health professionals to implement EBP was also found by Harding et al.
(2014). The study of Berger et al. (2009) also found that limited time with patients hindered implementation
of MI. Although other studies found that time pressures created barriers to integrating training this study
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highlighted the particular barrier around limited capacity to actually practice new skills due to time pressures
in a hospital setting.
Enablers to Integration of Training
Personal qualities and internal processes of clinicians were found to be the strongest predictors of
successful training integration in previous studies (Blume et al., 2010; Davies et al., 2013). While other
studies found a link between personal qualities and successful integration of MI into practice (Beidas &
Kendall, 2010; Carpenter et al. 2012), this research also identified personal enablers to training integration.
Personal enablers. Personal traits and training integration behaviour were found in both this
research and previous studies. Subthemes are discussed under separate headings.
Conscientiousness. The personal trait of conscientiousness was found to promote the
implementation of skills post training. It seemed that for clinicians who exhibited a conscientious
approach to integration, using newly learnt skills was an automatic decision based on their stance that they
would apply training they had attended and implement a skill they had acquired. The role of
conscientiousness in enabling training transfer was also evident in previous studies (Blume et al., 2010;
Eid & Quinn, 2017; Schindler & Burkholder, 2016).
Congruence. The study found that for AHPs, core beliefs and values had a high level of impact on
their clinical practice. There were also clear indications that clinicians were drawn to MI due to
congruence with their own values and beliefs and that this enabled implementing the MI skills into their
practice. This sub theme also relates to the compatibility factor identified by Bandura (1977) and Rogers
(2003), which is enabling to the adoption of a new innovation. Congruence with training content was also
found to be enabling to integration by Johnson and Behr (2014) and Eid and Quinn (2017). Compatibility
and congruence relate to the experience of encountering an innovation or learning content that matches
with a clinician's personal values and beliefs.
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Previous studies, however, delivered mixed results. Although congruence was anticipated to be
enabling, there was no clear evidence to support that a match of clinician values and beliefs with MI
principles led to an improved inclination to utilise MI training (Dik & Hansen, 2011; Miller et al., 2004).
Of interest was that Dik and Hansen (2011) concluded that the need for congruence was diminished in the
presence of other motivators, such as the ability to influence work related decisions or receiving other
workplace rewards and incentives. This points to the possibility that some factors may be of less
importance in the presence of other more enabling factors. This may have played an undetected role in this
New Zealand hospital study.
Personal approaches to integration of training. This study found high levels of motivation to
apply MI into practice post-training. Participants rated their confidence levels lower than average but in
contrast reported high levels of motivation to implement MI. A previous study indicated that attitude
depicted by openness and enthusiasm towards MI predicted the rate of integration (Amodeo et al., 2011)
but this was not explored by the current study.
Being intentional - planning and preparing. Intentional behaviour was found to enable integration
and this included deliberate activities such as planning and preparing for the application of new skills.
These activities were comprised of developing a mind-set open to MI, practicing listening skills, taking a
planned staged approach to integration, allocating additional time and setting the scene by intentionally
developing engagement with the patient in preparation of implementing MI.
According to the findings, being intentional also implied that clinicians would look out for opportunities,
and after having considered implementation, also be open to trialling the approach. It was evident that
trialling new skills soon after training was further enabling of skills integration and clinicians reported that
they gained confidence in their abilities to implement the skills. This finding was validated by Lim and
Morris (2006) who found that applying new learning soon after training may be enabling to the transfer of
new skills.
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Although other studies did not specifically highlight the importance of intentional planning and
preparation as enablers to training integration, some studies identified internal factors that appear to
facilitate activities which enable training transfer. These internal factors may play a role in intentional
behaviour, however do not describe intentional planning and preparation activities. In previous studies it
was found that higher self-efficacy, which is related to self-confidence, increased the rate of training
transfer (Chiaburu & Marinova, 2005; Lim & Morris, 2006; Madson et al., 2009; Schindler & Burkholder,
2016). In other words self-confidence increases ease of engaging in new behaviours and creating
opportunities to implement this new behaviour (Gilpin-Jackson & Bushe, 2009). Another study confirmed
the importance of goalsetting in promoting training transfer as it supported motivation to apply training
(Lim & Johnson, 2002). This study also highlighted the value of early application of new behaviours in
training integration. It may be possible that intentional integration behaviour, such as planning and
preparation, can be learnt and possibly incorporated into training to support training integration.
Being intentional - planning and preparing the environment. Intentional behaviour related to
management of the environment was found to enable training integration. This referred specifically to
planning and preparation of the environment to enable integration of skills. Clinicians initiated planning
activities which gave them some control over their environment, which in turn enabled training transfer.
This included identifying the most appropriate time slot to have an uninterrupted MI conversation and
finding an appropriate space, which allowed for privacy. Another consideration was around planning and
preparing the environment to ameliorate any patient factors which may hinder skill integration, thus
considering seating and room capacity or considering aids to support communication. Previous studies
have not reported similar findings on intentional planning and preparation of the environment to enable
implementation of new skills. This finding might provide some insight into the behaviour of innovators
that could contribute to the development of strategies to improve training integration.
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Being intentional - mindful deliberation. This study found that mindful deliberation contributed to a
mind-set which enabled the implementation of MI. Deliberation, conscious awareness and reflection were
described as enabling to MI integration, as they freed the mind of distractions and supported focus on the
task at hand. This is supported by the research of Davis et al. (2013) who found that self-awareness and
self appraisal contributed to reflective behaviour and were enabling factors in training transfer.
Being intentional - revision. It was found that some clinicians found revision and planning enabling
to training transfer. This entailed revisiting coursework, considering the patient and planning an
intervention. This could include considering the language and statements to use. For clinicians who knew
they required more time to revise and prepare themselves before they were able to implement newly learnt
skills, this meant actually being intentional about revision to enable training transfer. There were no other
studies found that identified intentional revision as enabling to training transfer. In contradiction to this,
Hall et al. (2016) identified that skill dissemination may not rely only on revision but also requires
application of skills to be retained. Given that some clinicians may lack confidence in integrating new
skills without ample preparation, it may be possible that revision can play a role in establishing comfort to
apply new skills. As indicated in this study and found in others, comfort levels differ and some clinicians
are more comfortable with trialling new skills and those that are more at ease with trying new skills are
more inclined to also create opportunities to integrate new skills (Gilpin-Jackson & Bushe, 2009).
Repetitive practice as enabler. The findings indicated that ongoing practice and having ample
opportunity to practice new MI skills were enabling to integration of MI skills. Most clinicians required
above average amounts of practice and repetition in general before trying their hand at a new skill. The
role of repetitive practice was strongly highlighted as enabling to skills becoming embedded. Repetitive
practice also required ample exposure to a variety of patients and settings. Although no previous studies
identified repetitive practice as enabling, two studies identified the need for ongoing training and time to
integrate skills as enabling to integration of new skills (Barwick et al., 2012; Berger et al., 2009).
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Right fit for patients. Participants reported that finding that MI skills were applicable to their
patients and that the interventions appeared successful were enabling to further integration of the approach
in their practice. Experiencing a successful result acted as reinforcement and increased confidence in their
ability to implement MI skills. Although no studies identified the enabling nature of matching patients with
approaches, Rogers (2003) described how the perceived relative advantage of a new skill impacts on skill
integration. When clinicians found their new skills were effective in dealing with their patients’ needs the
perceived relative advantage of the new skill increased, thereby increasing the likelihood of implementing
that skill again.
Environmental enablers. Organisational factors found to impact on training transfer and
potentially act as enabling were workplace culture that promotes integration, proximal relationships and
access to resources (Eid & Quinn, 2017). The findings in this study reflected this and will be discussed in
accordance to their subthemes.
Organisational support –supervision. This study found that supervision was enabling to
integration of MI skills. The clinicians were able to identify the various aspects of supervision which were
most enabling, namely critically reflecting on practice and reminders on implementing new skills. The
supervisory relationship is not uniform across allied health and in some cases supervisors work closely
with clinicians and are in a position to provide reminders and on the ground support. However not all
AHPs have a proximal relationship with supervisors as the vast majority receive supervision from another
professional outside of their team. A previous study found no evidence that supervision improved training
transfer or retention of MI skills (Carpenter et al., 2012).
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Organisational support - peer support. Peer support was identified as enabling to dissemination of
training. The value of peer support was based on the potential for encouragement, receiving feedback,
practical support, learning from peers and observing that others are utilising similar skills. An Australian
study also identified peer support as an organisational enabler to training transfer (Lloyd et al., 2014).
Observing others successfully integrate a new skill was also found as enabling to trialling new skills
(Bandura, 1977; Gilpin-Jackson & Bushe, 2009). Other studies found that peer support, which is more
proximal, has a greater impact in the short term on training integration than managerial support (distal).
But with a lack of managerial support, integration will decline in the longer term (Egan, 2008; Lim &
Johnson, 2002; Martin, 2010). Given that this current study was conducted within six to eight weeks post
training, it could be expected that peer support would be identified as valuable given the findings of
previous studies into proximal and distal factors.
Organisational support - mentoring and coaching support. Access to coaching and mentoring
support was identified as enabling to integration of training. This support would include observation and
feedback (from instructor and peers), discussions amongst MI practitioners on integration and enhanced
execution of skills. The value of coaching and mentoring support was also linked to keeping learning fresh
and clinicians enthused. Previous studies support this finding. It has been found that coaching support
created opportunities and incentives which could contribute to skills integration (Madson et al., 2009;
Miller & Rollnick, 2013; Rollnick et al., 2008). Organisational support in terms of coaching and feedback
has also been found enabling to the acquisition of MI competence (Hall et al., 2016).
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Organisational support - MDT. The ability of the MDT to influence and potentially enable
dissemination of training was also found in this study. Collaborative MDT support entailed that a team
would facilitate uninterrupted opportunities for MI conversations and be supportive of outcomes and
negotiated changes that were achieved by having MI conversations with patients. Lim and Johnson (2003)
found that training that matched team goals and organisational commitment to training received
organisational support, which enabled integration. However there were no previous studies found which
described MDTs as enabling to training integration. Proximal environmental factors such as peers and
immediate teams were found to have much greater impact on training transfer than distal factors (Egan,
2008). This seems relevant to this current study as it supports the findings on the impact of teams and peers
on clinicians’ ability to integrate training.
Organisational support - protected time.

Protected time to implement skills was found to be

enabling to dissemination of MI. Specialised roles meant that organisational support facilitated the
availability of clinicians to integrate their new skills. Protected time as an enabler was described by
Berwick (2003). It was recommended by Gilpin-Jackson and Bushe (2009) and Berwick (2003) that
clinicians be given time and opportunity to practice new approaches. A further recommendations from
Berwick (2003) was that organisations ring fence time to enable clinicians to become familiar and integrate
innovations.
Organisational support - visual aids and prompts. The findings identified the value of prompts
and visual reminders for enabling the dissemination of a new approach. This entailed simple written
reminders or detailed prompt cards with instructional cues to remind and guide clinicians to utilise their MI
skills. The social learning theory (Bandura, 1977) acknowledged the value of continuous prompts from
others that act as reinforcement. No previous study however found that visual prompts acted as enabling to
integration of skills.
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Limitations of Findings
This study was relatively small and therefore the findings need to be considered with that in mind.
A response bias may be present in the sense that 19 participants chose to complete the online surveys out
of a group of 44 trainees. Only nine volunteered to be interviewed out of this much larger group of
potential participants and it was unclear whether all nine also completed the survey. It may be possible that
the participants had a different experience with integrating training and that this provided the impetus for
their participation. It may also be that this small cohort were more engaged or motivated, as demonstrated
by taking the initiative and the time to participate in the study, and do not accurately represent all AHPs in
this New Zealand hospital.
Findings were also an exploration of the perceptions and to an extent the opinions of AHPs. This
meant that AHPs were required to consider what has contributed to their implementing and integrating new
skills. There is a degree of subjectivity involved in self report studies and it was not established that
participants were successful at integrating MI skills.
The fact that the researcher was also the training provider may have had some impact on the way
participants responded, especially for those that participated in the interviews as this was not anonymous.
Due to the ethical concerns discussed prior, the effectiveness or perceived effectiveness of the training, or
of the facilitator were not explored. It is possible that these factors may have impacted upon the integration
of MI and new skills, but this could not be ascertained due to the researcher also being the trainer and the
unlikelihood of unbiased responses under these circumstances.
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Recommendations
In spite of a number of limitations to this research, it has provided a view on the training integration
experiences of clinicians within this particular setting. Gaining their perspective identified a number of
enablers and barriers which have not previously been reported upon. This research also highlighted the
complexity of training integration in a hospital setting. Personal and organisational strategies to support the
integration of training seem crucial to consider given the cost of training. It is recommended that barriers
and enablers to training integration are considered when planning and implementing training initiatives
such as mandated CPD. As described in the literature review, CPD is mandated by professional bodies and
employers of health professionals in New Zealand. It can be assumed that integration of CPD into practice
is key to improvement of practice and service provision. This research has delivered some important
findings on training integration and as a result of this, the following recommendations are made:
Matching training to trainees. It is recommended that AHPs participate in training that is
applicable to their designated area of work and their role. This will entail identifying and considering the
usefulness of available training in terms of whether it can be implemented within a specific environment in
a hospital, with an understanding of the patient group, the role of the AHPs and the constraints of that
environment. It is important to determine whether a new intervention is applicable to the patient cohort
and whether the new skill will be useful to a specific patient group and their associated problems in the
hospital. Having the right fit between patient need and skill provided offers more practice opportunities
which has been found as enabling to skills integration.
Preparing for training. It is recommended that practice supervisors and clinical team managers
encourage and support clinicians to develop an understanding of their own learning style and their own
personal enablers and barriers to integrating new skills. Some clinicians seem better at navigating not only
their own personal barriers but also environmental barriers. An example of this is that a clinician may
understand they lack the initial confidence to implement a new skill without ample preparation and
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revision. Clinicians should be taking into consideration their own personal learning style and integration
needs as they weigh up training opportunities. It should be considered mandatory to include a training
integration plan which includes person and organisation specific strategies to support skills integration.
Integration under challenging conditions. It is recommended that skills development initiatives
consider how to best prepare and support clinicians to integrate training under a variety of challenging
conditions. This would include developing an awareness of potential environmental barriers and how to
ameliorate these post-training. It may also take the form of planning on how to integrate newly learnt skills
in innovative ways in spite of environmental barriers. Thus being specific about how the skills can be
adapted to fit the environmental constraints. An example would be teaching clinicians how to apply brief
interventions when time constraints prevent a full MI conversation. Another example would be preparing
clinicians on how to apply MI with cognitively impaired patients. Continued organisational support, during
supervision and coaching sessions will be crucial in following this up and addressing any gaps in
managing environmental barriers.
Proximal enablers of training integration. Special consideration should be given to proximal
enablers such as peers and MDTs and team-based supervisors when skills integration is sought. Providing
training to teams as a whole may address barriers reported in the findings. Observing others implementing
a new skill and having the opportunity to troubleshoot barriers with close team members are enabling to
integrating new skills. This may also be conducive to a more supportive MDT environment with greater
understanding on the need for space, time and privacy to implement a new skill. The absence of
identifiable proximal enablers for lone workers could be ameliorated by establishing alternative supports
and access to coaching or mentoring opportunities.
Training set-up. The development of knowledge and skills on how to integrate training should be
included in the curriculum of training programmes. Purposeful skills integration and intentional behaviour
(planning, preparation and reflection) should be taught alongside EBP. It is recommended that this is
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included in training or alternatively in pre-training or post-training activities. As external training providers
are often involved in providing training to health clinicians, integration strategies may need to be
introduced and taught outside of training events. To further support the development of intentional
integration strategies, integration of skills/ CPD/EBP should be included in performance objectives. Given
the findings, it is also recommended that training integration should be followed up in supervision and
team meetings and during coaching sessions as this supports the development of strategies to counteract
barriers to integration.
Organisational commitment to staff development. Access to integration strategies and activities,
such as coaching, mentoring and ongoing practice opportunities requires organisational endorsement. This
would also relate to organisational culture regarding the value of EBP, CPD and clinical excellence. It is
recommended that time and opportunity to practice and participate in activities that promote integration of
new skills be considered an extension of CPD activities. Ring fencing time for skills integration in an
acute, busy hospital environment would be enabling to skills integration. This could include endorsement
of participation in coaching groups, preparation and planning time and supporting the individual needs of
some AHPs who may need more time to revise and practice.
Visual prompts. It is recommended that visual prompts are developed for treatment approaches the
organisation seeks to endorse. Cheat sheets and quick guides can be tailor-made to provide prompts and
reminders within staffing areas in the hospital. Smaller laminated prompt cards can be carried by clinicians
which will remind them to use their newly learnt skills and can act as guide on how to initiate or start a
conversation using new skills.
Cultural needs. It is recommended that cultural factors are explored and identified in the process
of determining suitability of training and when developing and executing integration strategies. This would
entail provision of cultural support and supervision to promote integration and address cultural safety
concerns. Resources such as “Takitaki mai.
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A guide to motivational interviewing for Māori” (Britt et al., 2014) and workforce development initiatives
of Te Pou o Te Whakaaro Nui vii provide cultural approaches to workforce development.
Research Implications
The research has some implications for AHPs and in particular social work practice, education and policy.
In exploring the experiences and perspectives of AHPs, a number of barriers and enablers have been found
that put into question the current way that social work CPD is planned and reported on for competency
purposes. Mechanisms that support training integration need to be developed alongside training to support
the ongoing development of social work practice. This implies that it would be prudent to consider
developing training integration strategies in health professionals from an undergraduate level. Another
implication is that supervisors’ reinforcing role in skills dissemination may be overestimated, whereas the
role of peers is undervalued and needs further exploration. Systems need to be developed to capitalise on
the reinforcing potential of proximal relationships. For social workers, having their practiced observed is
not that common and the practice of feedback and coaching is an area which is underutilised.
Recommendations for Further Research
Behaviours of innovators. It may be useful to investigate the behaviours of early adopters and
innovators. Due to the complexity of training integration and the multifactorial aspects impacting on
dissemination, it could be valuable to understand the behaviours that support integration. It seems that
regardless of the presence of barriers, some individuals seem more able to integrate new learning into
practice. Some aspects of this enabling behaviour were identified in this study and developing an
understanding of these behaviours may be very beneficial to the dissemination of EBP. This study
identified a couple of intentional behaviours which enabled training integration. These centred on planning
and preparation and it was surprising that these had not been identified previously. Other intentional
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integration strategies such as mindful deliberation and revision and repetitive practice were validated by
previous studies.
Congruence and time lapse. The role of congruence with training content needs further
investigation - in terms of early adoption and integration and the dissemination of EBP in the long term.
Given that participants reported that MI was a good match for them and fit well their personal values and
beliefs, this factor may relate to initial application of training. This research explored participants’
experience within the first few months after training. They reported high levels of motivation to integrate
MI into their practice and reported positively on MI as a match to their own beliefs. However previous
studies showed conflicting evidence and also highlighted the impact of other motivators which may
ameliorate lack of congruence. Before considering the role of congruence, this factor requires further
investigation.
Patient characteristics and training integration. Given the indeterminate nature of interventions
such as MI it may be useful to further explore the impact of patient characteristics on training integration.
This may be useful in training selection and coaching support as the patient characteristics may contribute
to the complexity of integrating skills into practice. From this study it was found that clinicians decided to
apply MI to address a particular issue and screened the appropriateness based on patient characteristics
(state of wellness, cognitive capacity, level of stressors). Exploring the patient characteristics that may
pose barriers, may provide some understanding of this factor in training integration. This could support the
development of strategies to address this challenge.
Cultural impact on training integration. Given that there were no previous studies found that
highlighted the impact of cultural factors on training integration, this seems to warrant further exploration.
The role of cultural factors on training integration seems an unexplored territory and given that New
Zealand is a bicultural society with a multicultural population, it would be useful to better understand how
worldview interrelates with learning and adopting new approaches.
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Conclusion
This research aimed to explore the factors that impact on the application of MI approaches/ skills
following a two-day training. The aim of the study was to explore both personal and organisational barriers
and enablers that impacted on the ability of clinicians to utilise MI. This thesis has succeeded at presenting
an exploration of factors impacting on training integration as experienced by AHPs in a New Zealand
hospital setting. From a pragmatic stance and collaborative perspective it was important to capture the
experiences of clinicians as they attempted to apply and integrate new skills. In essence this study
therefore sought to explore the barriers and enablers to training integration from a clinician's perspective
within a New Zealand hospital environment.
The literature review highlighted the multifactorial nature of training integration and the ongoing
difficulties that organisations experience with regards to training integration and dissemination of new
skills and knowledge. The complex nature of training integration was also found to have impacted on the
dissemination of MI. The literature review also provided some insight into the need for dissemination of
EBP and the barriers and enablers experienced in health environments. In New Zealand, as elsewhere in
the world, CPD is valued and organisations rely on workplace learning and training to support staff
development. Utilising evidence-based approaches to engage with patients about their health and health
decisions are pivotal to improving health outcomes and to alleviating health disparities and inequalities.
Although there was an abundance of studies found to have been conducted on the factors impacting on
training integration, there was limited evidence found of the post-training experiences of clinicians. In this
research the viewpoint of clinicians provided some insight into what happened after training. There were
no previous studies found on the integration of MI in New Zealand.
The collaborative approach central to MI was reflected in the way this research was approached.
Integration was therefore not measured and explored from an outsider’s point of view, but rather from
alongside allied health practitioners in a more collaborative manner. Clinicians were asked about their
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experiences. It seemed important to understand the process of how health clinicians integrate new skills to
be in a position to better support this process (Miller et al., 2004).
Participation in CPD does not equate to competence due to the impact of a variety of factors which
impact on implementation of CPD into practice (O’Sullivan, 2006). As indicated by Lim and Morris
(2006) organisational factors are unique to that particular environment. Therefore it can be assumed that
the impact of factors in this hospital environment in New Zealand is unique in some regard and the
findings may be more applicable to this unique environment than universal. This research found that
barriers and enablers were related to two themes; personal factors and environmental factors. It was found
that lack of intentional behaviour to implement new skills did not bode well for skills integration.
Clinicians’ lack of intent and intentional behaviour were found to be barriers to integration of MI. Personspecific factors that contributed to a lack of intentional behaviour were a lack of focus, cultural factors and
lack of confidence. Other studies have identified the role of confidence in integration of training but
cultural factors and a lack of focus in intentional behaviour were new findings. It seems that clinicians’
lack of focus and intent were preventable by planning and preparing to implement new skills. The cultural
factors reported were diverse and require further exploration.
Environmental barriers to integration were directly related to the nature of work in a busy hospital
environment. The thesis outlined the impact of time factors and the hospital environment found in both the
qualitative and quantitative findings. Surprisingly, time as a barrier was found to impact on integration to a
lesser degree than environmental barriers. Organisational culture and the physical environment were
barriers to implementing MI and this was also found in previous studies. The thesis identified sub themes
related to time as barrier to training integration. They were; lack of control over the use of clinical time,
not having the time to prepare to implement or continual practice of the new skill. Time as barrier was
found in previous studies but a lack of control over own clinical time and the lack of opportunity to
practice a new skill were new findings. The findings on environmental barriers highlighted the reality
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experienced by clinicians in a busy, noisy and disruptive environment. To effectively attend to the learning
and integration needs of clinicians requires an organisational approach that extends outside of the training
room and training event. In other words, investing in training requires a further investment in integration
strategies which address barriers that are very specific to the hospital environment.
The enablers to integration of training identified in the thesis were personal and environmental
factors. Person-specific factors; conscientiousness and congruence between clinician and MI were
identified in this research and previous studies, although there were mixed results for congruence with MI.
Although it may be that conscientious clinicians generally will be more naturally inclined to utilise and
integrate training, it does not seem practical or inclusive to base training selection on a personal trait. The
same can be said for clinicians who are drawn to MI, as they may like MI but other factors may act as
barriers, thereby impacting on integration.
Intentional behaviour was reported to be enabling to integration and this consisted of planning and
preparation of self and environment. Although planning and preparation of the environment were found to
be of importance in previous studies, the findings on preparation of the environment was a new finding.
Other intentional behaviours reported in the thesis involved mindful deliberation, revision and repetitive
practice. Repetitive practice as enabling to integration was a new finding.
The findings on intentional behaviour were encouraging as this described behaviour which could be
promoted as part of training and further supported by environmental enablers.
Matching approach (MI) to patient was found to be enabling which indicates the need to include
the development of ability to recognise appropriateness of a skill. This thesis described the enabling
factors related to organisational support; supervision, peer support, mentoring and coaching, MDT support,
ring-fenced time and visual aids. The supervision finding was in contrast to previous findings and the
finding on visual aids and prompts a new finding. The benefit of prompt cards and visual reminders had
not been identified in previous studies. The role of proximal peers in promoting training integration was
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also reported by the original coaching group. The value of developing support networks to support
dissemination was also found in the research and although the role of supervisors is considered as having a
promotive role in integration, for many clinicians their supervisors are somewhat removed from their tasks,
thereby not in a proximal position. Coaching and mentoring amongst peers may be a more effective and
useful approach for encouraging skills integration.
This thesis has contributed to the research base on training of MI in a health setting in New
Zealand. Hereby providing an understanding of the application of MI by AHPs and their perceptions of
what helped or hindered in being able to use MI effectively. The research objectives were met in a number
of ways. By investigating the integration of training, this study also highlighted barriers and enablers to
professional development within a hospital environment, thus providing helpful information on improving
training outcomes. Although it was initially considered that this research would indicate the need for
improved training needs analysis of staff or staff selection, the findings did not entirely support such a
need. Instead the research provided valuable information on personal and environmental enablers to
training integration that organisations and AHPs could adopt and further develop to maximise the uptake
of CPD. It was anticipated that the findings would highlight further training needs for staff to be better
prepared to implement training but this study indicated that intentional behaviour post training could be
promoted by planning and proximal support. As anticipated, this study identified areas in which AHPs
were receiving appropriate organisational support in applying training which could further the professional
development in other less resourced or supported areas.
Although there were no questions that directly asked about cultural components to training
integration, it was anticipated that the findings would indicate how AHPs were incorporating MI training
into their practice with patients who identify as Māori or Pacific. Given the disparities for Māori in terms
of health outcomes with regard to seeking and engaging in treatment and adherence, this study found that
there is a gap with regard supporting AHPs integrate professional development when working with Māori.
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This thesis has identified personal and environmental barriers and enablers to the integration of MI
in a New Zealand health environment. It can therefore be concluded that this research has achieved what it
set out to. It has provided some understanding of the integration of MI in a New Zealand health
environment. The research also identified factors that play a role in supporting training integration which
can be incorporated into CPD activities. The research produced new knowledge about training integration
in New Zealand and highlighted the need for further research. The role of culture specific factors in
training integration needs further exploration and clarification. This research provided some insight into
the experiences of clinicians which is of huge importance in supporting the ongoing integration of new
learning to improve outcomes for the communities they serve.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Online Survey (Qualtrics)
Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study. The following survey will ask you to tell us
about your experiences in implementing motivational interviewing in your work with patients. Please feel
free to be honest in your replies.
1. At the time of completing the Introduction to MI training, how would you have rated your motivation to
apply this training into practice?
1

2

3

4

5

Almost no

Low

Average

Medium

High

motivation

motivation

motivation

high

motivation

motivation

2. When you completed the MI training, what did you want to achieve with your MI skills and knowledge?
3. How successful do you feel you were at achieving these goals?
1

2

3

4

5

Almost no

Low success

Average

Medium

Most

success

high success

successful

success

4. Could you describe what if anything could contribute to you being even more successful at achieving
your goals with implementing MI?
5. How confident are you in addressing health behaviours in patients in general?
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1

2

3

4

5

Almost no

Low

Average

Medium

High

confidence

confidence

confidence

high

confidence

confidence

6. Could you describe what if anything could contribute to you feeling a bit more confident?
7. As a health professional, what has contributed to your ability to address health behaviours?
8. Please list the factors in the environment which impact on your ability to provide any interventions
that may promote changes to health behaviours
9. How confident are you about integrating MI into your practice?
1

2

3

4

5

Almost no

Low

Average

Medium

High

confidence

confidence

confidence

high

confidence

confidence

10. Could you describe what if anything could contribute to your confidence being higher?
11. How would you rate your conversational skills with patients in general?
1

2

3

4

5

Almost no

poor skills

Average

good skills

Excellent

skills

skills

skills

12. How would you rate your listening skills with patients in general?
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1

2

3

4

5

Almost no

poor skills

Average

good skills

Excellent

skills

skills

skills

13. How would you rate your comfort level with practicing new skills in general?
1

2

3

4

5

No

Low

Medium

Quite a bit of High

discomfort

discomfort

discomfort

discomfort

discomfort

14. How much practice and repetition do you normally require before trying your hand at new skills in
general?
1

2

3

4

5

None

Some

A medium

Quite a lot

Extensively

amount

15. How would you rate the impact of core beliefs and values on your clinical practice in general?
1

2

3

No impact

Some Impact A medium
amount

4

5

Quite a lot

Extensive
impact
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16. How would you rate the impact of prior training/ learning (previous to the Introduction to MI training)
on your ability to incorporate MI?
1

2

3

No impact

Some Impact A medium

4

5

Quite a lot

Extensive

amount

impact

17. Please describe how other training has impacted on your ability to incorporate MI
18. How has time constraints impacted on your ability to implement your MI training?
1

2

3

No impact

Some Impact A medium

4

5

Quite a lot

Extensive

amount

impact

19. How has the environment impacted on your ability to implement your MI training?
1

2

3

No impact

Some Impact A medium

4

5

Quite a lot

Extensive

amount

impact

20. Could you identify which aspects of the environment impacted most if any at all?
We thank you for your time spent taking this survey.
Your response has been recorded
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Appendix B: Semi-Structured Interview Questions

1. Tell me about how you went with applying MI skills in your interactions with patients since the
training?
2. Tell me about what went well in terms of using MI skills
3. Tell me what did not go so well with using MI skills
4. Was there a time when you felt MI would be a useful approach but you were unable to apply this?
And what happened?
5. Tell me about the time when you realised MI would be useful and you were able to apply MI skills.
What made this possible?
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Appendix C: ADHB Institutional Ethics Approval
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Appendix D: The University of Auckland Ethics Approval
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Appendix E: ADHB Organisational Approval Letter
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Appendix F: Training Plan
Introduction to Motivational Interviewing
Group size 16 - 25

Time 16 hours

Learning outcomes
1) To learn the basic clinical style of MI, and how to continue learning it in practice
2) To understand the fundamental spirit and principles of MI
3) To develop and strengthen empathic counselling skills (OARS)
4) To develop understanding of, and practice the directive aspects of MI on health behaviours
5) To experience and practice an MI style for evoking and enhancing change talk
6) To experience developing a change plan
7) To begin to develop feedback and coaching strategies
Assessment: On going formative assessment conducted within smaller groups by trainer and other trainees
through observation and feedback
Pre-reading for trainees
1) Takitaki mai: A guide to motivational interviewing for Māori
http://www.tepou.co.nz/resources/takitaki-mai-a-guide-to-motivational-interviewing-for-maori/537
2) Review at least one research paper on the effectiveness of MI in health
Training resources
1) MINT (TNT) Training New Trainers Manual 2014
2) MINT website- https://motivationalinterviewing.org/
3) Matua Raki. M.I. Motivational Interviewing: a DVD Training Resource (2012)
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4) Miller, W. R., & Rollnick, S. (2013). Motivational interviewing: Helping people change. New
York, N.Y.: Guilford Press

Teaching Method /
Duration

Content/Subject/Activity

Resources
Strategy/Purpose

Day 1

Welcome/ introductions

Goal: Set the tone for

Slides

8 hours

and housekeeping

training content, role plays

Definitions

Ice breaker in pairs

and participation

Video illustrations

Debrief and share

of each skill

Provide Programme

Illustrate principles of MI

Butcher paper

outline

Goal: setting values and

Post it notes

Further ice breaker in

norms for training

Pens

pairs discuss expectations

environment

Chairs

of self, others and trainer

Talking stick

Debrief and share

Start developing an

Overhead projector

Introduce a definition of

awareness of spirit of MI

and computer

MI, origins, application

Scaffold knowledge

White board

and health applications

throughout both days

(Question parking

Spirit of MI

lot)

Exercise in pairs: A taste

Goal: Learning about spirit

of MI

of MI

Debrief and share
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Teaching Method /
Duration

Content/Subject/Activity

Resources
Strategy/Purpose

Introduce four

Identify knowledgeable

fundamental processes in

others - utilise their

MI

expertise and input

Introduce and teach MI

towards coaching

Micro skills

exercises

Teach Open questions
Role play open questions

Goal: Learning to practice

Debrief and share

the micro skills (OARS)

Teach Affirmations
Role play affirmations
Debrief and share
Teach Reflections
Role play reflections
Debrief and share
Teach Summaries
Role play summaries
Debrief and share
Day 2

Welcome and check in/

Goal: check in, identify

Slides

8 hours

revise

learning gaps

Definitions

Activity: confidence ruler
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Teaching Method /
Duration

Content/Subject/Activity

Resources
Strategy/Purpose

Introduce other rulers

Goal: Strengthen micro

Video illustrations

Revision Micro skills

skills

of each skill

Role play each micro skill

Goal: Practice process

Butcher paper

Debrief and share

(E-P-E)

Post it notes

Re-introduce four

Pens

fundamental processes in

Goal: practice listening

Chairs

MI

skills

Talking stick

Guided role play (Elicit -

Overhead projector

provide - elicit)

Goal: Experiencing

and computer

Debrief and share

targeting behaviour

White board

Introduce and Teach

(Question parking

change talk

Goal: Experience process

Role play

of planning target

Debrief and share

behaviour change

lot)

Teach evoking change talk
Role play
Debrief and share
Teach planning for change
behaviour
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Teaching Method /
Duration

Content/Subject/Activity

Resources
Strategy/Purpose

Role play own goals with
MI practice and plan for
further developing MI
skills
Debrief and share
Share literature prepared
for second day on
application of MI
Share resources (MI text,
MI application and MI
cheat sheet)
Evaluate training
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Appendix G: Participant Information sheet

TE KURA TAUWHIRO TANGATA
Epsom Campus
Gate 3, 74 Epsom Ave
Auckland, New Zealand
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142
New Zealand

Participant Information Sheet
Project Title:

Integration of Motivational Interviewing in a New Zealand hospital setting

Greetings, and thank you for taking the time to read this information sheet.

My name is Amanda Meinhardt and I am currently enrolled in my Master of Social Work Degree within
the School of Counselling, Human Services and Social Work at The University of Auckland. I am also
employed as a social worker within Auckland Hospital and will be providing the two day training in
motivational interviewing that you have enrolled for. As part of my MSW, I am interested in studying
the personal and organisational factors that may help or hinder people from being able to make use
of the motivational interviewing training. Please note that you DO NOT need to participate in the
research in order to take the training.
The research is made up of an anonymous internet survey that asks you various questions about
your experience of being able to put your motivational interviewing training into practice. Should you
decide to proceed, the survey will likely take about 20 minutes to complete. You are under no
obligation to complete this survey, and should you decide to proceed, you may skip any of the
questions that you do not want to answer. Your submission of the research by clicking the “submit”
link at the end of the research will be taken as your consent to participate.
T +64 9 623 8899 | W education.auckland.ac.nz
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At the end of the survey you will be asked if you are interested in participating in a short interview in
order for me to gain further in depth information about your experience of the things that have
helped or hindered your ability to put your training into practice. If you are interested, you are invited
to email me on meinhardt@adhb.govt.nz. At that point I will email you further information (another
PIS) about the interviews for you to consider.
Information from this survey will not be attributable to you. Because of this, once you have
submitted your survey, you will not be able to take back your information. While I will make all
attempts not to identify participants in the write up of the information, there is a chance that others
may recognise something that you may write in the survey. This could potentially identify you or your
professional group.
The Acting Service Manager of Allied Health, and the ADHB ethics committee have given their
permission for this research to occur. The Acting Service Manager- Acute Allied health
Director for Allied Health Scientific and Technical (Clinical Support Directorate) Moses Benjamin has
given assurance that your participation or non-participation in this study will in no way impact upon
your employment within ADHB.
The results of the research will be used to write up my MSW thesis, inform the ADHB staff and
management about things that help or hinder people being able to make use of training
opportunities, and may be written up in scholarly journals, or be presented at conferences. Your
responses will be downloaded from the online survey tool and will be stored indefinitely on my
password protected computer. I will make a summary of results available to ADHB participating
departments and do a presentation at Ground Rounds. You may also email me to let me know that
you would like a copy of the summary of results from the study.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me, my supervisor, or the Head of
School, on the following contact details. Thank you for your time in considering this research this
research. NB that this information sheet will be repeated for you at the beginning of the online
survey.
Amanda Meinhardt
Student researcher
Tel: 09 307 4949 ext 21792
Email: meinhardt@adhb.govt.nz

Supervisor
Dr Barbara Staniforth
School of Counselling Human Services and Social Work
Faculty of Education and Social Work
Tel: 09 623 8899 ext 48349
b.staniforth@auckland.ac.nz
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Head of School
AP Christa Fouche (Head of School)
School of Counselling Human Services and Social Work
Faculty of Education and Social Work
Tel: 09 623 8899 ext 48648
c.fouche@auckland.ac.nz

Chair contact details: ―For any queries regarding ethical concerns you may contact the Chair, The
University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee, The University of Auckland, Research
Office, Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142. Telephone 09 373-7599 extn. 87830/83761. Email:
humanethics@auckland.ac.nz

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE ON 21
November 2016 FOR (3) YEARS, REFERENCE NUMBER 018361.
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Appendix H: Participant Consent Form

TE KURA TAUWHIRO TANGATA
Epsom Campus
Gate 3, 74 Epsom Ave
Auckland, New Zealand
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142
New Zealand

Project Title:
Integration of Motivational Interviewing in a New Zealand hospital setting
Consent Form
Individual Interviews
This form will be kept for 6 (six) years and then destroyed.

Name of Researchers:
 Researcher: Amanda Meinhardt, MSW Student, University of Auckland, School of Counselling,
Human Services and Social Work


Supervisor: Dr Barb Staniforth, University of Auckland, School of Counselling, Human Services and
Social Work

I have read the Participant Information Sheet and I have understood the nature of the research and why I
have been selected. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have had them answered to my
satisfaction, and I understand that I may ask further questions at any time.






I agree to take part in this research.
I agree to take part in this research under the conditions set out in the information sheet.
I understand that the individual interview will take approximately 30 to 40 minutes of my time.
I understand that the information from this interview will be used for the purpose of writing up my
Masters’ thesis, journal articles, or conference presentations.
I understand that participation is voluntary and that I can withdraw from participating or decline to
answer questions at any time without having to provide a reason.
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I agree to be audio recorded.
I understand that I will be able to stop the audio recording device at any time without having to
provide a reason.
I understand that I can ask for information I provide and for my audio recording to be destroyed
within a month after my interview.
I understand that the audio recording of the interview will be kept securely on the researcher’s
password protected computer and held indefinitely unless I have consented for it to be archived
and stored by CSWEANZ and made available to the public.
I understand that my identity will be kept confidential, but that there is a chance that someone may
recognise something that I have said and recognise me or my professional group.
I understand that the consent form will be destroyed after six years.

I wish to receive the summary of findings: Yes / No
If yes, please provide contact details for summary of information:
____________________________________________________________________
Name ___________________________
Signature ___________________________ Date _________________

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE
ON 21 November 2016 FOR (3) YEARS REFERENCE NUMBER 018361.
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